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The candidate's previous research had been in developing a linear 
and a curved parametric element applied to axisymmetric oscillations of 
thin shells of revolution.
The current scheme was confined to applying the above curved 
parametric element to the axisymmetric static case and was then 
developed to static analysis with any harmonic variation of loading.
The vibration program was also extended to estimate the natural 
frequency of undamped systems with any number of diametral nodes.
The general strain-displacement relationships from the original 
derivations were taken and simplified in order to explore their use in 
the present work independently of other available sources. The above 
relationships were then applied to codify the buckling problem, arising 
generally from compression or shear inplane resultants.
Some perspex models in the shape of a cooling Tower were formed 
and tested in order to verify the existence of any correlation between 
theoretical and experimental results. These tests covered linear, 
small displacement response of the model for both static and dynamic 
cases.
Finally the influence of the inplane stress resultants on the 
behaviour of axisymmetric shells was investigated and some numerical 
examples for simple cases were attempted.
(X1)
NOTATION
a Radial measure in a shell of revolution, inner radius
	in an annulus.
[X],A General matrix, radius of curvature, area.
dA Elemental area,
b Outer radius.
B Basic function, radius of curvature.
[B] Differential operator in matrix form producing strains
	from nodal variables.
c,C Constant of integration, curvature, general constant,
ml Elastic matrix.
££> Elastic constant in moment/curvature relationship.






	Differential Operator in matrix form producing rotations
	from nodal variables, 
h Height. 
H Hermitian polynomials- 
i Imaginary number, dummy suffix, 
j Dummy suffix. 
J Bessel Function. 
k General constant, dummy suffix. 
|K] Stiffness matrix.
i Dummy suffix, suffix to indicate local coordinates.
L Length, lower triangle in a Choleski reduction,
m, [dm] Mass, elemental mass, number of meridional waves, mode.
(xii)
M Moment.
n Dummy suffix, number of circumferential waves.
[Nj Shape function, matri.: operator oroducing displacements
from nodal variables. 
o Origin. 
p Distributed pressure, angular frequency of a
travelling wave or a rotating surface. 
(P> Force vector.
q Dimensionless variable related to buckling pressures or loads. 
Q Torque. 
r General radius, variable in the radial directions ring load
along R-axis.
R Radial axis in cylindrical coordinates, 
s Curve length of the generator, 
t Thickness, time.
T,{T} Transpose, k~<netic energy, stress resultant. 
u,{u> Displacement along the Z-axis.
U Upper triangle in a Choleski reduction, strain energy. 
v,{v} Displacement along the circumference, velocity. 
w Displacement in the radial direction. 
W Potential energy, work done, 
{x} General variable,
{z} Vector used in a Choleski reduction {z> = 
Z Axis of symmetry in cylindrical coordinates, 
a Angle between the tangent and the Z-axis. 
$ Wave parameter along the shell generator,
variable related to plate buckling pressure. 
tf Constant involved in integration which could assume values of
2u or IT.





X Wave parameter along the shell generator, eigen-root.
v Poisson's ratio.













Curved surfaces and shells of revolution have been 
favoured for structural purposes since ancient times. Aesthetic 
appearance together with the astonishing strength found through 
practice, encouraged the ancient engineers to create the 
historical structures that are widely scattered in Europe and Asia.
The development of the Elastic Shell Theory has proceeded 
in parallel with the evolution of the Theory of Elasticity by 
dedicated engineer-mathematicians. Different schools of thought 
were established in Britain, France, Germany, Russia, Switzerland 
and other European Faculties of Applied Mathematics and Applied 
Science. Among the early workers in this field one could recall 
the efforts of Kirchhoff, Lord Rayleigh, Lame, Cauchy, Reissner 
and Love.
1 .2 The Functional Approach
The analytical methods of determining the elastic stresses 
and deformations in a shell of revolution under a given set of 
loads have been extensively studied and perfected with mathematical 
elegance for simple shapes' ''^ ''^ '. The finite difference^ ' 
and the finite element ^ ' methods have also been applied in 
recent times for determining the above unknowns. The numerical 
method adopted in this text will be that of finite elements, 
introducing some developments with shape functions^ '. In the 
mathematical theory of shells, irrespective of the manner of
solution, there are certain sets of relationships that have to
1.1
be devised.
a) The differential equation of equilibrium of an element 
of the shell is written down in terms of the stress 
resultants and the load components, e.g. gravity, pressure 
etc. In the case of the membrane shells, the three 
equations of equilibrium in the tangential, circumferential 
and normal directions, provide a unique solution for the 
stress resultants T , TQ and T 0 and subsequently yield the
50 SO
corresponding membrane displacements u, v and w. This is 
known as the primary or the statically determinate system. 
When considering the bending theory, two more equations of 
equilibrium about the tangential and circumferential axes 
provide the moments M , M and M . For thin shells of
S 9 SQ
revolution, the lateral shear resultants are normallyo\ ^
neglected. The equation of equilibrium about the normal
^
axis does not provide fresh information but merely expresses 
the equality of the complementary shear resultants.
b) Since the number of variables in the bending case exceeds 
the number of independent equations, there becomes a need 
for obtaining further information with the aid of 
compatibility conditions. This is achieved by relating the 
six strain components (three inplane strains and three curvatures) 
to displacements u, v and w. The use of these kinematic 
relationships is not confined to the mathematical theory for 
they play a pivotal role in the finite element approach. 
As a result of this an entire part of the text (Chapter 2) is 
devoted to their derivation and appreciation.
1.2
c) The two sets of equations discussed in a) and b),
apparently unconnected, are then married through Hookean 
relationships. These equations express a linearised 
stress-strain (and moment-curvature) behaviour by the 
constituent material of the shell.
d) The above sets of equations are then subjected to a process 
of differentiation and elimination in order to arrive at 
the governing differential equation of the shell. The small 
order quantities are withdrawn in this process to enable 
a clearer and a relatively simpler final analysis.
The popular manner of solving the governing equation 
is to obtain a solution (where possible) for a discrete loading 
such as an edge ring-moment or a ring-force and thus evaluate the 
resulting displacements. The shell is then analysed with 
membrane action only, determining the primary (membrane) stresses 
and displacements. If this does not result in a satisfactory 
set of boundary conditions, then a corrective set of edge 
moments and forces are applied. The final stresses and 
displacements would result from a unique combination of the 
primary and the corrective systems^ '.
1.3 The Finite Element Approach
In this section the virtual work derivation is adopted; 
for an alternative statement, reference (8) may be consulted. 
The nomenclature used is due to Zienkiewicz.
1.3
Let {e> be any parameter, if the displacement is represented as,
{u} = [Nj{e> , ...... eqn. 1 .1
then the virtual displacement is given by,
6{u> = fNJ6{e} > •••••• eqn. 1.2(a)
and
6{u} T = 6(e} T [N] T . ...... eqn. 1 .2(b)
The virtual work done externally by the 'body forces' {p} and by 
the traction {F> are given by the volume and the surface integrals 
below,
(Work Done) . = /6{u} T{p}d(vol ) + /6{u} T {F}d(surf ), ext v s
(Work Done) = 6{e}( /[N] T {p}d(vol ) + /£N] T{F}d(surf) ] .
V v " s /
Similar to the displacements, the strains are represented in a 
familiar form by,
{e> = J3]{e}, ...... eqn. 1 .3
the virtual strains are then given by,
6{e> = [Bj<S{e}, ...... eqn. 1 .3(a)
and
6{e} T = 6{e> T (Bj T . ...... eqn. 1
The stresses follow from Hooke's law, namely,
{a} = lD]{e} ...... eqn. 1 .4(a)
{0} = j Dj<B]{e}. ...... eqn. 1 .4(b)
1.4
The virtual work done internally by the stresses on the
virtual strains <5{e> is estimated from the integral given below,
(Work Done) int = /6{e} T {a)d( vol)
= /(LB])<5{e» T .([D]LB]{e})d(vol) 
v
(Work Done) int = 6{e} T /TB] T [p][B]d(vol) { e }. 
For equilibrium it necessitates that,
(Work Done). . - (Work Done) . =0 ...... eqn. 1.5
6{e} Tr/[B| T [D;][B]d(vol){e} -/[N]T {p}d(vol )-/LNJ T{F}d(surf )1 = 0, 
/_v v s J
which is valid for any 6{e> . It then follows that the expression 
in the square brackets must be zero. Upon comparison with the 
familiar expression,
0<J{e} = {P}, ...... eqn. 1.6(a)
or
iXU e } - {P} = 0, ...... eqn. 1 .6(b)
it can be seen that,
j'Kj = /[B] T [D] LB)d(vol), ...... eqn. 1.7
v 
and
{P} = /[N] T {p}d(vol) + /[N] T{F}d(surf) ...... eqn. 1.8
v s
The displacement {e} is determined by solving eqn. 1 .6(a) which 
is symbolically represented in the familiar notation of,
{e} = [K]" 1 {P> .
These displacements indicate the formed pattern of the structure 
at the selected (nodal) points. The deformations, strains and 
stresses elsewhere may be calculated using equations 1.1, 1.3 and 1.4
1.5
1 .4 Terms and Definitions
With the increased subtlety in mathematical formulation 
of the recent elements, the understanding of the differences 
and merits of the existing elements is advantageous. In view 
of this and the review presented in the next section, it was 
thought appropriate to outline some of the relevant terminology. 
It is also hoped that the structures depicted in Figures l.l(a)* 
and 1.1 (b) would contribute towards the visualisation of certain 
aspects of the finite elements as applied to curved shells.
1. If the nodes were no longer regarded as the contact 
points of two or more elements but were associated 
more generally with degrees of freedom, it would then 
be possible to think of internal (or hierarchical) nodes 
which could be completely severed from the outside boundary 
of the element.
2. A straight element would appear as a truncated cone since 
the generator is a straight line.
3. A curved element would appear similar to that in 2 with 
the generator curved, i.e. a surface of revolution is 
'sandwiched 1 between two planes with the axis of 
revolution perpendicular to both.
4. If continuity of slopes can be maintained at the junction 
of two elements before and after the application of the 
load then the elements are known as conforming; otherwise 
they are known as non-conforming.
* Figure 1.1(a) is a sketch taken from Baha'i House of Worship 
in Panama. , g
5. If the coordinates of the element could be given 
explicitly in terms of certain nodes, then the 
representation is explicit; similar facilities could 
be considered for displacements.
6. The order of the interpolating polynomial is known as 
the order of representation; this definition also 
applies to displacements.
7. If the same shape functions were to be used to define 
the geometry as well as the functional, the element 
would be called isoparametric.
8. The parametric representation of the coordinates could 
be significantly separate from that of displacements, 
but if the representation has some common areas between 
the coordinates and the displacements then special properties 
are mobilised. The reader is referred to Chapters 3 and 4 
where this aspect is covered as required within the scope 
of this work.
9. Most of the numerical examples are calculated for the
displacements with a higher order parameter representation 
than the geometry, thus making the element sub-parametric 
(by defn.).
1 .5 Past Work
The development of finite elements as appl.ied to thin shells 
of revolution has evolved from the original concept that constant 
strains and curvatures must prevail within each element so that 
the overall stress variation could be assessed by "averaging" 
the neighbouring stresses in an acceptable manner ^ '^ '.
1.7
One of the first elements developed was the straight 
truncated cone by Grafton and Strome' ' with linear tangential 
displacement and a cubic normal displacement which solved
axisymmetric problems. The formulation for harmonic variation
M 2} was extended by Klein and Sylvester^ ' and subsequently for
dynamic analysis.
/1 3\ 
Webster v ' used curved elements for static and dynamic
work; the elements entailed the option of choosing a quartic 
term for normal displacements and a parabolic variation for 
the in-plane displacements.
1-\t\\ 
Gianini and Miles v ' produced a parametric element
capable of solving axisymmetric problems in which the geometry 
was related to the nodal conditions explicitly but the order of 
displacements depended on the nature of the problem. The 
maximum order of the parameter was a cubic which gave slope 
conformity.
A similar conforming curved element was used by Chan and 
Firmin' ' with a fifth order Hermitian polynomial. Both the 
geometry and the displacements had the same order of polynomials 
and formulation contained both axisymmetric and harmonic cases.
Ergatudis' ' and Ahmad v ' formulated conforming parametric 
elements to yield both thin and thick shell solutions which were 
used for axisymmetric and harmonic cases.
The majority of the above authors have used numerical 
integration successfully with surprising similarity of technique 
and application.
1.8
1 .6 Existing Features
This scheme of work has been designed to cater for the 
needs of those engineers who have access to small computers - 
as generally used in a consulting firm or other offices - for 
which core capacity becomes critical. It was thought that in 
these circumstances emphasis should be on an efficient 
formulation which would have more degrees of freedom per element 
and subsequently it would dramatically reduce the number of 
elements needed in a conventional solution.
To cater accurately for the geometrical representation 
a parametric type element was chosen for which the position 
vectors Z and R (in cylindrical coordinates) were functions 
of the parameter £ and the parametric representation was a 
cubic to permit slope conformity before deformation. In 
practice it was found that this representation is generally 
accurate for all the geometrical configurations encountered. 
The nodal displacements followed an identical pattern which 
added theoretical* arid practical** advantages.
In addition to the basic shape functions for displacement 
fields, it was thought essential to have surplus shape functions 
coupled to nodeless variables (see hierarchical nodes above). 
This is especially used for normal displacements which generate 
bending terms involving derivatives of higher order than the 
in-plane strain terms. For this reason the surplus functions
* As it will be shown later rigid-body-motions are accurately 
produced as a consequence.
** The same interpolation function could be used for geometry
and displacements, thus shorter and simpler program codification
results. 1
were formulated so as to be locally directed as in Fig. 3.15 
of Chapter 3, so that the choice of in-plane and normal 
displacements could be made independently. The intention 
was that for a given problem one element could be made 
different from the others. This implies that the change 
in element characteristics should be made a matter of change 
of input rather than a change in the program (formulation). 
Fortunately as it transpired, surplus displacements have no 
adverse effect on the essential criteria for the element 
convergence.
Numerical integration constituted the prominent tool of 
investigating the above requirements and in fact no explicit 
integration was carried out in this scheme of work. Quadrature 
had the added bonus that non-uniform thickness and pressure 
along the meridian could be incorporated without additional 
problems. This might have increased the computing time 
fractionally but the flexibility and versatility offered as a 
result was invaluable.
Finally any energy contributions due to lateral sheer stresses 
were thought to be negligible and as such were eliminated from the 
calculations. It is interesting to note that some workers had included
the effect of the lateral shear to some extent, either in its implied
/] 5\ 
forrrr ' from equilibrium equations or linked to displacements with
internal nodes*. However there appear to be no corresponding degrees 
of freedom at any external node of the shell element, associated with 
tho "lateral sheer in the above formulations.
* L.J. Bronibolich, P.L. Goirtd, "A High Precision Curved Shell Finite 
Element", Proc. of the 12lh Structures, Structural Dynamics and 
Materials Cent"..of the Am. Inst. of Aer. and Astro, and the Am. Soc. of 
Mech. tng., Anaheim, Calif., April, 1971.
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The general displacement-strain equations produced by 
Novozhilov have been taken and simplified for the particular 
case of a shell of revolution. The simplified form, with one 
exception, agrees with those obtained by Klein' '. Each of 
the expressions produced has been investigated in an effort to 
attach a physical significance to each of the terms.
The equations have finally been transferred from a set of
local coordinates system to a global system. This form is ideally
(2} suited to numerical procedures v '.
2.2 Geometry
( 3^ Novozhilov v ' gives the cartesian equations of a general
surface in terms of the parameters a-, and a2 as
x = f-| (a-j ,a2 )
y = f2 (a1 ,a2 ) ...... eqn. 2.1
z = fg^i ,a2 )
which simplify for a surface of revolution to
x = R Cos ou
y = R Sin a?
...... eqn. 2.2a
R = p(z)
z = f(a-,) 
where R and a2 are defined as in Fig. 2.1. By substitution,
2.1
x = p{f-|(a.|)} Cos a2
y = p{f-|(a-|)} Sin a2 ...... eqn. 2.2b
z = f(0l )
The surface of revolution can also be represented using the well 
known vector notation, i.e.
r = ix + jy + kz ...... eqn. 2.3
where (as shown in Fig.2-1) i, j and k are the unit vectors along 
the x, y and z axes respectively. The radius vector is not to be 
confused with the principal radii of curvature R-| and R 2 whose 
geometrical representation is given in Fig. 2.2.
Lame's parameters E and G are represented by A, and A2 
respectively and are defined by Novozhilov as
A = l-^lA l '90L 1
...... eqn. 2.4
Ao = ll^-l2 '9ap






r««. 8R 8zCos a0 7c— -~—2 9z 9a-










{1L-} = ( R Cos a 
0
therefore,
A 0 = /{-R Sin a9 } 2 + {R Cos a,} 2 + O 2
c. V c. c.
A 2 = R ...... eqn. 2.5b
Choose a ? = 9 to be the circumferential variable and a-|=$ the 
angle between the principal radii and the z-axis as shown in Fig.2.3.
8R In the newly defined cylindrical co-ordinates TT- is the/——~——— dZ
/oR tangent and 6z /{-g—} +1 = 6s, the arc length.










We can now justifiably adopt the following notation, i.e.
„ 0 ' 2 ' 8
The displacement and co-ordinate systems are consistently 
right-handed and shown in Figs. 2.4 and 2.5.
Equations (2.7) and (2.8) will be used extensively in the 
formulation of the strain-displacement equations for shells of 
revolution.
2.3 General strain (and curvature) displacement relations
The general relations produced by Novozhilov follow, where 
the strains and curvatures have their usual meaning which will be 
given fully in Section 2.4.
2.4
J\Ae = ; IH + v i + w __ eqn . 2>9
' TT "5"— TT~ S A>< 9CX-1 I 1"1 ?
3
u . 1 "1 ,1 3w VxR/ ' 7^^ ( ' ..-..• eqn
_ 1 A (1 9w _ _v_ } _ 1 _1 (1 9w _ M ) ...... eqn. 2.1
3 fcw 1 °"1 9w 1 9A2 9w, w w , ean 2 14X = — -,. ——— [ ————————————— — -3- —————— - ———— — -jr- -^ ————— — ——— I •*•••• CU I I • t- " I Hse TOT^ V 9a 1 9a2 A ] 9a2 9a-, A2 9^ 9a2 '
1 8A2
2.4 Strain-displacement relations for shells of revolution
Each of the above expressions (2.9) - (2.14) is now taken 
and reduced to the form applicable to shells of revolution. The 
physical interpretation of each of the terms in the expressions 
is then given.
2.4.1 Meridional strain e,.
9s RR 98
2.5
8R w 1 1 Now _1 = 0 and £ = w(-p ) is neglected since the curvature (-5 )
W 1 1 Kl 
is regarded as a small quantity (i.e. the curvature does not 
change too abruptly), thus
s 8s eqn. 2.15
This is possibly the simplest case encountered as can be 
seen from Fig.2.6.
2.4.2 Circumferential strain ee
+ i 3A2
1 ix + 11R
R 80, R 8s 
8R
w "R,
From Figs. 2.7 and 2.8-^ = Cos $ and R2 = R/Sin $
Hence:
eqn. 2.16
1 8 V 
The above terms are all easily explained as follows: Term „- -^
8 u is the equivalent of -~— in the circumferential direction. The
oS
terms containing Sin $ and Cos $ when transformed to global 
axes yield
-Cos $ Sin $, //Cos $ Sin \~(~
Cos(90-$) Sin (90-$) 
~Sin(90-$) Cos (90-$)
((Cos $ Sin $ - Sin $ Cos $) (Cos$ Cos$ + Sin* Sin*))
u global 
w global
u global ) 
w global j
1 ^ i ^ I ^4 <° !>
w global 
R
This is clearly the term associated with the hoop-strain represented 
in Figs. 2.3 and 2.10. . _2.6
w global j
2.4.3 Mid-surface shear strain e 0
S D
3s
- 2 - 17
The terms -5^ + -o -^ are the equivalent of (-^- + -^-) which is
d S K d o d X ay
the shear strain in two dimensional elasticity. The explanation 
of Cos $.-H is however more subtle. As seen from Fig. 2. 11 the
K
meridions are inclined towards each other. If A as datum is 
assumed initially to possess zero inclination, after a displacement 
v the inclination becomes to = — . 




As it is seen, this is a geometrical rotation and not a mechanical 
one; therefore it is subracted from the original shear (- + -)
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2.4.4 Meridional bending xs
v = 1 JL f"1 9w Ji.\ 1 9A 1 /I 8w v XS A act- V 8oT ' "
_
8s 8s R ' R 86
+ ) - °ds Kl
Again, if the curvature (-„ ) does not change abruptly then theKl 
second term may be neglected and
a w Xs - - fy ..••-• eqn. 2.18
.2 
This obviously is identical with - — £ which is the well-knowndx^ 
curvature of simple bending theory.
2.4.5 Circumferential bending XQ
afl 8w . 1 dH 2
, 1 3a, R,
I ^ R 89R 86 R R
21 8 w . Sin$ 8v 1 rnc . ,8Wx , Cos$ ,, /I — «- -- - - Cos$ -- + —— . u . •
neglecting any product of (-^ ) . (......), we arrive atRl
o
1 8 w . Sin$ 9v 1 ~. 8w • Qon 9 1QXfl = - -? — 7 + — 9~ Jfi " "R Cos$ aT ...... eqn. 2.199 ^ ^ " R 9s
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1 3 W d WThe term - — ? — £ is the equivalent of - — % in the meridionalR 36^ 3s^ 
direction. The third term can be interpreted as follows: the
tangent to meridians A and B meet on the z-axis, Fig. 2. 11. The
9w rotation -g— at A can be resolved about meridian B. In Fig. 2. 13
the two components are labelled ROT(B-|) and ROT(B2 ) for 
convenience.
ROT(B 1 ) = | Cos dw
ROT(B2 ) = || Sin du ,
which reduce to - • 1 and - QW respectively. Activating these
components on the side B, we observe that meridian B rotates the 
same amount -~— as A but there is a 'bending 1 change of slope of
dS
3w magnitude -~— du along B due to A. The amount of curvature per
dS
length Rde of the circumference is thus
/ 8W H,^ /DHfl - 1 9W 9co(_ da>)/Rde -
From a well-known theorem in solid geometry, Fig. 2. 14
doi = dP Cos$ or 4~ = Cosf
and thus the curvature due to meridional rotation is Rs -^ .
The last constituent term to be dealt with is ^ -^- TheR2 36
increase in circumferential angle due to stretch v and v + 6v is
+R V ~~j? • Tne increase in curvature is the increase in 
slope per unit length of the element Fig. 2.1 5. The increase in slope 
6a along the second principal radius R« is obtained using the same 
theorem in solid geometry, i.e. 6a = (-^) Cos (90-$). Thus
K
the contribution to increase in curvature due to 6v is
Sim*
R56 R 36 { R ' V ^ 
36->0
= ~^T "36" 
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2.4.6 Mid-surface twistx s @
9 2w
s6
9u 1 x . / 3v 1 2 .
' '
o
9 w Cos$ 9w 1_ 9u Sin$ 9v Sin$ Cos$
XS9 " R969S R2 96 R-| R96 R 9s " R2 
Neglecting 1
92w . Cos$ 9w . Sin$ 9v Sin$.. Q0r, 0 9n 969S- + -?- 99 + 1T-9?- —— 2 ——— V •••••• eqn. 2.20
Let us consider each term individually bearing in mind 
the notation of Figs. 2. 4 and 2.5.
9 2w 
The term 0 ~ nr.- is self-explanatory since it correspondsKdUoS
to the twist in the plate bending problem. For the second
term °| -|? consider the displacement w on an element shownR^ 8e 
in Fig. 2.16. The slope at A due to an increase of w along the
9w circumference is -E • Tnl' s is now resolved at B to components
ROT(B 2 ) and ROT^) which are - d CD and | . 1 respectively.
9WThe first component -5- du> on meridian B has a twisting effect
and the twist per unit length is = - . For the
term p -^ consider the rates of stretch along A and B whichK oS
/^ V f^ Vare (|^-) A and (|j) B respectively, shown in Fig. 2.17. The rates 
of stretch would represent rotation about the normals which 
subtend an angle a on the z-axis. Again, ROT(B2 ) and ROT(B-|) are
£\t* £i\/ /^V ?^V-^ da and -2-^ . 1 respectively, (^-) fl being -^- . The component<JS dot oS M oS
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) represents a positive twist at B per unit length of 
element which along the circumference is
JW 3a _ Sin$ JW 
3s "E39" R 3s
The final contribution is due to v as can be seen from 
Fig.2. 1. T8(a).The extension along the circumference is v and the 
angle subtended at I is given by w = °ji . Now consider 
in Fig.2.18(b)the circumscribing cone IABC. The meridians 
B and C are rotating relative to A'at a rate of w subtended 
at the vertex of the cone I. These rotations are on the parallel 
circle ABC, but relative to the local meridians B and C; thus 
can be represented as a vector normal to the surface which would be 
the continuation of R , the -second principal radius of curvature. 
It is clear that we can resolve these to obtain u> D = u>. = „ v
D-i M K
and O) D = w.a = °p -v a. This again represents a twist about B
On r\ K
and the rate per unit length of circumference is °n V /R9
_ Cos$ Sin$ v 
R2
2.5 Practical applications
The strain-displacement relations obtained in the previous 
sections are given below with the co-ordinate parameters changed 
in accordance with those shown in Fig.2.19(a). The relations then 
become:
e = 1H 
s 3s
ee = i H + * < sln$u + Cos$w >






3w Cos$ JW 
3s ~2~ 30
xse=
23 w Sin$ 3w Cos$ 3v
363S R2 36 R 3s
Sin$Cs$v
The set of equations above are in the local displacement 
system whereas for practical applications^' it is necessary 
to transform them to the global system shown in Fig. 2.19(b). 
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The equations are presented in the differential operator 
notation so that matrix transformation operations can be 
manipulated easily. In the above equations u is along the 
axis of symmetry, w along the radius R (in the cylindricalg
co-ordinate) and v along the meridian. 
2.6 Conclusions
It is felt that the physical interpretation of the terms 
in each of the relationships is helpful in understanding the 
behaviour of shells.
The final equations have been presented in a form suitable 
for numerical applications. To confirm the use of the equations 
a number of examples have been investigated, each of which has 
been compared with known solutions. Plane and curved surfaces under 
in plane and normal loading under static and dynamic conditions have
been considered. Where possible, both uniform thickness and 
variable thickness have been analysed.
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THE AXISYMMETRIC THIN SHELL 
3.1 Introduction
The fundamental finite element equation as applied to small 
displacements of linear elastic structures was derived in general terms, 
in Chapter 1. This equation related the force vector (P> and the 
displacement vector {6} via the stiffness matrix DQ as given by,
For thin shells of revolution the possible displacement pattern is 
somewhat specialised and a sketch of the type of displacements possible 
is given in Fig. 2.19. Since displacements are one of the prime factors 
in the finite element analysis they need full consideration. Examination 
of the nature and the type of displacement has received attention in some 
detail later in the text. The load vector {P} which can include concentrated 
nodal forces and moments, the forces distributed over the surface of the 
shell or the body forces (Fig. 1.1), is calculated with the understanding 
that the nodal values involve appropriate integration round the circumference.
The stiffness matrix |j<] being presented in its usual form, 
[K] = /[B]T[D][B)d(vol) ,
is really a matrix of surface integrals with d(vol) being t(thickness) x 
d(surface), and this reduces the integral for thin shells, to summation along 
the meridian and circumference which further reduces to a single integral. 
All the details of the finite element formulation and that of the factors 
particularly relevant to thin shells of revolution are fully discussed in 
Chapter 3 and Chapter 4.
3.1
3.2 Geometry
3.2.1 Consider a linear element P with the variable £ defined in 
the domain -1 ^ C < +1 > with both extremities regarded as the 
nodes of the element. Let us label the nodes corresponding 
to C = -1 and £; = +1 as nodes 1 and 2 respectively, as shown 
in Fig. 3.1. Further consider a nodal variable cf>. which assumes 
a value of unity at a particular node and possesses an interpolated 
value 4>,.. at the point £ on the element as defined by Hermitian- 
type polynomial N.(£). Thus <tv. = 4>.N. (£), where subscript i 
refers to the nodes 1 and 2 by assuming such values. Other 
Hermiti an-type polynomials with unit slope ofU|| and interpolation 
function of N .'(£;) have to be included to maintain continuity, the 
contribution of which at the point E, on the element would be
()>'. = (TF) N!(£) (for a detailed account of these polynomials 
refer to Section 3.3.2). Incorporating these two nodal variables 
we have:
or
+1 • WO+fil) Ni< 5 >
The latter equation can be represented more aptly as
Substituting from Hermitian polynomials for N(£) and
+ K + 2) + i(l-OU+l) 2 > ...... eqn. 3.1(b)
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Equation 3.1 (a) and (b) represent the variation of the functional
4>( £) in terms of two nodal variables and two nodal slopes^ '.
The above element P with the defined domain and the shape function
is known as the PARENT ELEMENT. This approach to element
(2\ 
formulation was first made by Taig v ', then independently by
( 3) Irons v ' and subsequently was applied to some problems by a number
of workers ^ ' 9 ^ ''^ '. For application to shells of revolution 
the following procedure is adopted.
A shell of revolution is proposed to be defined whose axis 
of symmetry signifies a height relative to a given datum and the 
radius traces the parallel circles at every position, Fig. 3.2. 
The geometrical co-ordinates of the mid-surface of the shell are 
given in terms of Z and R which are in turn defined in terms of 
some "NODAL" value, namely:
Z(O = I { Z1 N 1<£) +N (S) > ...... eqn. 3.2
R(O = ^ { RjiyO + N!(O > ...... eqn. 3.3
The thickness t of the shell along the generator* is considered 
to vary identically as the coordinates Z and R, thus:
r\
. 3.4
+ The current theories of shells of revolution generally deal with thin 
shells. Attempts have been made to attach numerical values as a test of 
"thickness" involving the thickness t and some other geometrical property 
such as the radius R. The formulation in this article is based purely 
on thin shell theory. It is therefore quite legitimate for a shell to be
thin and yet of varying thickness.
3.3
Comparing these sets of equation with eqns. 3.1 we define: 
If the variation in the coordinates Z and R of an element are 
represented in the same manner as the variation of the unknown 
function 4>(g) of the PARENT ELEMENT, then the former is known 
as the ISOPARAMETRIC ELEMENT^ 7 ).
3.2.2 Equations 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 will yield the "coordinates" 
Z, R and t of the element for each value of the parameter E, 
provided that the quantities Zi , -£l , R I , ^i , t.. and
(for i = 1,2) are known, this is shown in Fig. 3.3, (a) to(c). 
These quantities are input for each element and they determine 
the degree of representation of the mathematical model to the 
actual shell, as shown in Fig. 3.4.
The result of the introduction of the above quantities 
presents some interesting features as follows:
a) The slope of the tangent to the generator is given
by -r£ or in terms of the parameter by -r=- I TF • Tne
values of the nodal slopes are then governed by the 
ratio of -r 1 and -rJ- . A true slope conformity
between two neighbouring elements N and N + 1 becomes
possible by the equality f dR 2 / dV\ = / dRl / dZ! Xj'
Fig. 3.5. It must be noted that for neighbouring
elements of unequal generator length, the Z and R
derivatives on both sides of the node will be unequal
b) An abrupt change in the slope of the generator can be 
dealt with in a like manner. Assume that slopes 
corresponding to nodes 2 and 1 of the neighbouring 
elements N and N + 1 are given by tana., and
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This change in slope can be incorporated by expressing 
/dR2 dZ N /dR dZ,\
tanaN s (T I W~ J and tanaN+l = ' ' as
shown in Fig. 3.6.
c) The treatment of shells of revolution with branching is 
along the lines expressed in the above sections. The 
coordinates Z and R will be common but the gradients 
must be prescribed to provide for the slope orientations. 
Fig. 3.7 is indicative of the above condition.
d) A shell with an abrupt change in thickness can be
accommodated at the common node of two elements N and N + 1 
with an appropriate choice of the value of thickness (t2 ) N 
and (t-,) N+ -| , see Fig. 3.8. For any other change of 
thickness along any given element a maximum variation of up to 
a cubic (vide eqn. 3.4) is allowed.
3.2.3 Calculation of the Z and R derivatives for input deserves
some considerations. In many familiar geometrical shapes it can 
be written down by inspection. However in unfamiliar cases the 
calculation consists of the following steps:
i) The scalar length S.. along the generator of the Nth element 
is calculated numerically or measured directly from a 
graph, Fig. 3.9.
ii) By considering the distance S../2 from a node, the mid-point 
of the element generator is made to correspond with £ = 0 of 
the parent element.
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iii) The value of the tangent to the curve at any node i 
of the element is assumed to be half the generator
length i.e. f-g|) =£$., (for i=l,2), see Fig. 2.10. V ^/-j
iv) The Z and R derivatives are then determined by solving 




+ This part of the analysis can be found in most standard text on Differential
Geometry. The radius vector jr is given in terms of its components as {£ = { R}
by differentiation of which with respect to the curve length the tangent J£
to the curve is found to be t = -^ where 1t is a unit vector. A scalar•~ ds **
product of the tangent would then reveal the value of the curve length 
derivative, namely
1 = t . t
As /\/
dr dr ' Hs
ds
It can be seen that the curve length derivative is -r| 
The bold letters r and t refer to vector quantities.
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3.3 Displacements
3.3.1 Reference was made to the geometry of the ISOPARAMETRIC 
element in the last section. The equations defining the 
geometry were (eqn. 3.2 and eqn. 3.3):
2 dZ. 
Z(° = i!;i' {WC) + 3T N
2 dRi 
i= l i i + ^T"
The definition of the ISOPARAMETRIC element can now be utilized 
to yield the global displacements u (replacing I and in the 




w(O = .Z {w.U) + - NU)) ...... eqn. 3.5(b)
These equations are termed BASIC FUNCTIONS and are shown in 
Fig. 3.11. The very formulation of these displacements implies 
the compatibility at the common node of two (or more) adjacent 
elements. These properties of geometrical conformity and 
mechanical compatibility are some of the desirable features of the 
isoparametric family.
The above Basic functions would describe correctly the actual 
displacement pattern of the shell when the physical size of the 
element becomes infinitesimal. For an element of 'FINITE' size 
however, compatibility at the nodes is a necessary but not a 
sufficient condition. Additional displacements independent of the 
above are needed to ensure that the element deformations>are 
sufficiently close to the actual structure. These internal
3.7
displacements which can be regarded as being associated with 
internal (or hierarchical) degrees of freedom, would then 
have to possess zero value and zero derivative at the nodes, 
the term applied to "Additional displacements" is SURPLUS 
FUNCTIONS shown in Fig. 3.12 and sufficient discussion is devoted 
to them in future sections. It is felt that the displacements 
devised in this element indicate a significant breakthrough in 
this field. These shape functions are due to Irons^ '.
3.3.2 BASIC FUNCTIONS - Third-order Hermitian-type polynomials
are thought to represent the Basic Functions quite adequately. 
They consist of two pairs of shape functions having "unit value" 
and "unit slope" at each node and are listed below:
B-, = N.,(O = HC 3 - 3£ + 2} ...... eqn. 3.6(a)
B 2 = N](O = H(1-O 2 (1+C)} ...... eqn. 3.6(b)
B 3 = N 2 (O = H-C 3 + 3? + 2} ...... eqn. 3.6(c)
B4 = N 2 (O = HO-OU+l) 2} ...... eqn. 3.6(d)
Figures 3.11(a) - (d) are graphical representations of the Basic 
functions and Fig. 3.13(a) and (b) show the deformation of the 
generator when the first of the Basic Functions is applied to the 
generator of the element. Some care must be taken when dealing 
with slope functions B2 and B4 for two completely different 
reasons. Firstly the length of the PARENT element is 2 units and if the 
slope functions B2 and B4 are stretched to the new length SN - the 
length of the element generator - then the slope will reduce by a 
value of -r|- everywhere along the generator. Attention is given 
to this problem when dealing with strains and curvatures and remedial 
measures are taken (Section 3.5.6). The second point arises when 
the mechanical deformation of the generator due to rotations are
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considered. The slope functions B2 and B4 become meaningless 
when applied as global displacements since the only physical 
rotation is the rotation of the generator relative to itself 
in the undeformed position as the local coordinates. This 
difficulty is overcome by a simple transformation of axis.
The final point regarding the Basic Functions is that by 
reason of being cubic polynomials they are better suited for 
numerical processing than power series^ ''^'.
3.3.3 SURPLUS FUNCTIONS - The independence of the surplus functions 
from the Basic is fully satisfied if the former has zero values 
and zero derivatives at the nodes. This is achieved through 
a set of functions shown in Fig. 3.12 and are given below:
(a) S Q = Q Q = D°U2 - I) 2 = U2 - I) 2
(b) S 1 = Q 1 = D1 ^2 - I) 3 = (?2 - 1) 26£
(c) S 2 = Q 2 = D2 (?2 - I) 4 = 8(7£2 - 1)U2 - I) 2
(d) S 3 = Q 3 = D 3 U 2 - I) 5 = 240 (3E 2 - 1)(?2 - I) 2
(n) SN = Q N = D(C-1
The functions above are polynomials with their actual formulation 
and generation being designed to eliminate numerical ill-conditioning. 
The full derivation of the function is discussed in Appendix (1 ).
The use of the above functions as displacements are two-fold, 
global and local. There are provisions for the use of both alternatives
tf
The same term Q can be used for both u and w displacements. It was 
found that in forming the strains and curvatures w displacements were 
differentiated to one higher order than u displacements, thus an
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additional term of Q was thought to be desirable. In 
Fig. 3.14(a) and (b) global displacements are shown for the 
term Qo. Diagramatic representation of local in-plane 
displacements (u-| oca -|) becomes more difficult where as the 
local normal displacement ( w -i oca i) 1S more easily achieved. 
Figures 3.15(a) and (b) show the local in-plane and normal 
displacement for the term Ql of surplus functions.
3.3.4 SUBROUTINE SHPFN - (SHaPe FunctioN) - This is basically 
a service subroutine providing the Basic and Surplus 
functions. The variables influencing the operation of the 
subroutine are £ at which point the shape functions are computed 
and the integer NQ which is the total number of Basic and 
Surplus Functions required. The shape functions and their 
first, second and third derivatives are generated in the 
Q |4 x NQJ matrix with values and the derivatives being positioned 
in the first, second, third and fourth rows respectively. The 
"KICK-OFF" values Q^ , Q^ , QVj, QQ , Q^, QJj and Q^" are written in 
fourth and fifth columns of[Q^as shown in Fig. 3.16(a) and using 
these,the values of Q n for n >, 1 are generated. The first four 
columns are over-written by the Basic Functions abbreviated as H 
(for Hermitian-type) and the final form is indicated in Fig. 3.16(b). 
The point C is a stress sampling point and when integration is carried 
out it could be a Gauss-point.
3.4 Strain/Displacement and Stress/Strain relationships in the 
axisymmetric case
3.4.1 The method of approach in this Chapter is greatly simplified
since only the effects of the axisymmetric loading on the structure 
are examined. This in turn brings about the opportunity of 
projecting certain features of the element formulation which
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otherwise might have been obscured by the intricacies of the 
full Kinematic relationships. As a result of this simplification, 
the following derivatives and quantities contributing to the 
Kinematic equations of Section 2.5 would become zero; these 
involve the variables and the terms along the circumference. 
Thus,






It is hoped that Figures 3.17(a),(b) and (c) illustrate the above 
simplification graphically, while Fig. 3.18 provides a visual 
summary of the stress resultants on an infinitesimal element 
of the shell. The simplified matrix equation of Chapter 2 would 


























As can be observed, no shear or twist term appears in the 
above equation.
In the actual program the strain components produced are not 
arranged in a vector form since each vector corresponds to a 
given displacement and its derivatives, thus for "NT" arbitrary 
displacements (H.functions and Q-functions, see 3.3.4). There 
are NT strain vectors. The whole collection of strain vectors
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{e} is computed at a particular value of C - the parameter for
the Parent Element - and as can be seen from 3.5.2, this corresponds
to a Gauss-point or an integrating point.
3.4.2 To enumerate the elastic matrix J[D] some standard equations, 
especially those presented for plane-stress by Zienkiewicz 
(ref.(l), P.53) are directly applicable, namely,
W- T:v
1 v 0
v 1 0 
,0 0 no shear_ 
But since the material properties meridionally, could be 
different from corresponding properties circumferentially (i.e. 
different nature of reinforcement in concrete, plastics, etc.), 






In most analyses since the force per unit length \j] is preferred 
to force per unit area {a}, it is customary to multiply the 
elastic matrix at the point by the corresponding thickness t(£), 
so that the product [Dj{e> results in {T} directly and not in {a}. 
Similar relationships could be written (ref.(17).P.432) for 
moments (M> and curvatures {x> which with a slight change in 
notation and convention is given as,
or
M,
Et whered£>'is equal to —-——9 .Taking orthotropy in bending into
12(l-vZ ) 
account and presenting the in-plane and moment elements of the
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elastic matrix in a unified form the following equation is 
obtained






If the material is isotropic then E, = E 2 and n = 1 and the above 
reduces to the equation given in reference (1), page 139.
The stress and moment components {T} calculated from £D] and 
are in a similar manner to strains namely they are collection of 
NT stress vectors each obtained individually from the product 
[j5J {e} and without any modifications they are stresses 
corresponding to unit nodal variables. To obtain the correct 
stress at a given sampling point the summation,
{T} = - 3JO
must be carried out, where 6^ is equal to i-th displacement vector, 
after the "correct" displacements have been determined. The 
stresses and moments on an infinitesimal element would appear 
as depic ted in Fig. 3.18.
In forming the stiffness matrix , the actual value of stress 
{T} defined in eqn. 3.10 is not required but the stresses resulting 
from shape functions namely,
{T} = [o]{e} = [D][B]{6>,
are used.
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3.5 Details of Calculations of Axi symmetric Case
3.5.1 Multiplication of Quantities - Owing to the nature of the 
isoparametric formulation, namely the expression of the shape 
functions in terms of £, most of the other variables which are 
constantly up-dated in the program, are either in terms of £ 
or its derivatives. Therefore when the product of two quantities 
or their derivatives of their product are required, a simple 
multiplication would not suffice. With this in mind the 
following equations resulting from the product of two general 
quantities A(£) and B(£) are written down, using elementary 
laws of differentiation.
C = A.B ...... eqn. 3.11(a)
(A.B) = A + B * ...... eqn. 3.11 (b)
. 9 dA dB +,,__,, . .-j2^ .^+-^ __ eqn . 3J1(C)
The above relations can be applied to calculate a wide range of 
quantities such as products, squares and ratios, as can be seen 
from the following sections. A special Subroutine was devised 
to fulfil this requirement when called which was labelled Shape 
Function MULTiplier, SFMULT.
3.5.2 Differentiation with Respect to s - The differentiation
carried out when using the Kinematic and other relations should 
be made with respect to s, the intrinsic variable, whereas all 
the available terms contain £ as explained before. It is therefore 
essential that a systematic generation and grouping of terms in 
terms of s is made with £ still as the parameter. Typical sets of 
quantities needed for calculation of strains would be sin£a(Oj»
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Formation of R( £) and its derivatives are through equations 
3.1(b) and eqn. 3.3. The derivatives FL , R££ and R are 
calculated and retained in a Column form without any difficulties 
using Hermitian (Basic) functions H-j, ..., H. (Fig. 3.16(b)). 
In an identical manner Z(£) and its derivatives Z-, Z , and Z-,.,. 
are calculated and stored in a vector form.
3 ( } The formation of derivatives with respect to curve length ^' " '
oS
is a natural development from the above paragraph and involves both 
Z(C)> R(C) and their derivatives (vide foot-note on page 3.6). The 
function s is never calculated in its explicit value but always 
retained in the differential form.
From
/dsf . («L\2 M2
V<*€; (<*5/ dd '
VHT ) 1 in four stages.
are obtained
by double application of Subroutine SFMULT on the 
column containing Z(£) and its derivatives. Similarly
obf,n.d usms the 
same Subroutine twice on the column containing R(£) and its 
derivatives.
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(ii) The term by term addition of the corresponding
elements of the columns generated in (i) results in 
Us derivatives^)2] and £ [(|fj 
since the law of adding derivatives is commutative. 
Now the following short-hand is adopted,
F • 5 - F • s and
(iii)Since the first derivative of any functional <j> with respect 
to s can be calculated easily in the parametric form,
s t- 
it was found more useful to find the higher order 
derivatives also in the parametric form along the 
following lines. Use additional short-hand in the form,
G = (l/s ? ), G ? = (1/s^) and G^
The quantities F are available in a vector form, then
the G quantities can be calculated as,
G = 1/s






F 2 F= 3 r
eqn. 3.12(c)
The values of G in a vector form replace those of F since 
there would be no further need for the latter.
(iv) The derivatives with respect to s of any functional 4> 
can now be calculated as shown,
H = V G •••••• eqn
= d
=()) G2 + cj> G G ...... eqn. 3.13(b)
and similarly derivatives of any order could be found 
if required.
Note that the Subroutine SFMULT is really used to 
form the s derivatives of the functional 4> by apparently 
forming the products of the appropriate G and <j> columns.
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3.5.3 Calculation of Trignometric terms with view to Rotation of Axis
Once s^ and its derivatives are prepared, the trignometric 
terms could then be generated. It is helpful to refer to 
Fig. 2.7 and Fig. 2.8 and by substituting for a = 90 -4>, the 
following expressions can be written,
cosa =
cosa = Z £ .G, 
and similarly,
sina = R£.G.
The separate operations of SFMULT on (Z>, (G> and {R}, {G> result
in (cosa -TF cosa — „ cosa ) and (sina -,-= sina — 0 sina). d£ dt,
3.5.4 Displacement Transformation - It was pointed out (Section 3.3) 
that it was ideal to have a choice of local or global system of 
displacements with surplus degrees of freedom (Q-f unctions) , at 
the formulation stage. However, prior to the formation of strains 
all displacements must consistently be one or the other. In this 
scheme of work since the rigid body motions (discussed in Chapter 4) 
are in the global system of coordinates, a global system of 
displacements is also chosen. There might be a slight ambiguity 
in the meaning of the term "global system of displacements". It 
is meant that the displacements fed into the kinematic 
relationships are expressed in terms of the global coordinates. 
This does not mean that all the displacements generated must 
necessarily be global. Thus the necessity arises that the locally 
orientated displacements must first be processed into the global 
system so that subsequently they can be operated upon by the LBJmatrix.
3.18





where superscript g and £ refer to global and local displacement 
systems and suffix i can assume symbols 0, £ and ££; denoting zero , 
first and second derivatives. Subroutine SFMULT is again applied to
Qindividual columns e.g. {u} ,{cosa}to result the product in the 
expected column form.
3.5.5 The Variables associated with the Slopes at the Nodes - Having
converted all the displacements to global system one anomaly remains. 
The derivatives obtained from the slope functions B2 and B4, unless 
expressed relative to the generator and its normal have little 
physical significance, since the genuine rotation of the shell must 
be expressed locally. In actual practice it is just as easy to 
perform a rotation towards local axes of the strains and curvatures 
as it is to convert the displacements initially. This is 
illustrated for the variables resulting from B2 and B4 (Fig. 3.11) 
as follows:
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{6> 9 = TL] {6}* ,{6> g = O • {e}= H
L Ja
r in P r i ucosa-wsina) 
=•> =[BJ1 BjJtL] a (5 > =LBJ1 Bj?H f J-l .4J B2>B4 na+wcosa
= {B..|UCOsa-B.,wsina+B. 9wcosa+B .,,usina}









Tcosa -sinal {£> 




Now strains from B2 and B4 functions for w become "genuine" where
X/
as the degrees of freedom from B2 and B4 for u« have no significance 
and could be regarded as surplus.
3.5.6 Scaling of Slopes - The gradient of the functions B2 and B4 
which possessed unit slopes with the Parent Element no longer 
remains unity when stretched to a new length s*, shown in Fig. 3.21. 
Therefore a final adjustment of (-JF) in slopes becomes essential, 
to restore the nodal value of the slopes to the desired amount of 
unity. All the quantities such as the strains and the external work 
terms are modified for "genuine" slopes for B2 and B4 functions only.
see footnote of page 3.21
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Points discussed in Section 3.4.5 and here are implemented
together i.e. at the same time when some displacements are turned back
into local coordinates, their slopes are also scaled up to unity.
3.5.7 Derivation of the Elements of Loading - The following cases are 
treated for the work done by external actions.
i) Meridionally varying pressure p(s):







R ' \ j
Work done on the ring = (u w).
Work done = 2frpR(-u si net + w cosa)ds 
See Fig. 3.20(a).
For any finite element a maximum of linear variation of 
loads along the meridian is allowed.
*
This point can be illustrated by considering the trivial case of
a beam element of length L, the variation of the lateral displacement 
of which is assumed to be w = l-() 2J [l + (^j]J where £ = — .
The slope 8 = - can be calculated f rom e = . .
for -* £ * £ -?• It can be seen that the slope at x = - j is not
2 unity but 6 = j- . A simple corrective measure in this case would
be to retain the function w in its original form but multiply the
2 -1 slopes by a factor of (T-) when any slope calculations are required.
The extension of this adjustment to the curvilinear case should now
be obvious, Fig. 3.21.
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ii) Constant Gravitational Field g:
Taking the same elemental ring, the force along the Z-axis is
dFz =Ttg(27rR)ds,
work done = (ZirRtJJ'gu ds. 
This is shown in Fig. 3.20(b).
iii) Centripetal forces from constant angular frequencies: 
Force on the ring shown in Fig. 3.20(c) due to u> is 
given by,
dFR =
.". work done = 2-rrR J3 tds .w .w .
iv) Concentrated Nodal Loads:
These loads are added at the nodal points only. The 
work done is numerically equal to the actual forces, 
since they suffer unit deflections or rotations at the 
nodes, see Fig. 3,20(d).
Other type of loading such as thermal forces are not 
included presently but could be incorporated at a 
later date.
3.5.8 Quadrature - When determining the stiffness matrix and the
load vector, integration was extended over the surface and the 
volume of the shell. For the axisymmetric case, the integral 
extending to the circumference and the generator reduces as shown,
// (...)Rd6ds = /(...)2-rrR.ds.
For the reduced integral to be in a workable form, it must be 
represented parametrically in terms of C, since the "sampling" 
points extend from -1 to +1 on the parent element. The following
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representations are made for the area and the volume integrals, 
for any functional 4>,
-1
+1 
/4>.(2TrR)tds = / 4,.
The R.H.S. of both equations can be integrated numerically 
using Gaussian Quadrature with the appropriate symbols and 
factors being replaced, thus;
/ 4>.(2TrR)-a|de = .1 cD r (27rR i )(~) i Wi , ...... eqn. 3.16(a)
. eqn. 3.16(b)
where W. is the weighting constant at a Gauss-Point and n is the 
number of points used for integration.
The number of Gauss-points is found to be dependent on the 
order of the surplus functions and the latter being a variable 
in each problem and even differ from one element to the next 
for the same problem. A rough guide of n = 2(N+4)-l was considered 
where N is the order of the highest surplus term Q*.. A subroutine 
was written to provide the Gauss-Points and the corresponding 
weighting constants of required order for integration and sampling 
purposes.
Needless to say that the quantities sometimes labelled with the 
suffix i, indicate that they have been calculated at a Gauss-point; 
sometimes the suffix is omitted for brevity. Examples of the use
of the sampling points are given in the next section.
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3.5.9 Formation of Stiffness Matrix and Load Vector - Preparation 
for Gaussion Quadrature is made in this section (see 3.5.2). 
Because of the provisions for variation in thickness, the latter 
is calculated at the Gauss-point £; to yield t(£.) or simply t. 
from equation 3.4.
Since the variable required is ds and the Gauss-points 
available are in terms of £ . , a change of variable [4|- d£j 
is made. The weighting constant W. is thus modified to 
W. which is now in a usable form,
One of the first items to be modified are the elements of the
elastic matrix
will appear as,
. .. which when multiplied by the weighting factor
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As it may have been noticed the area and volume integrals are now 
replaced by
[( 2*Rl)-(i|). wiJ and 2irR l)'(<a|). w 1 t i J respectively.
The stress term {T} = [o]{e} will now contain,
a,) •
The accumulation of the product of which with {e..} will result in 
generation of stiffness matrix [V] for the element which is,
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[K] = /{e}T{T}dA = {e.} T [Di]{ei }(27TR.)|wi ...... eqn. 3.18
r\ 1 ~~ I * 1
The Potential energy terms of 3.5.7(i), (ii) and (iii) resulting 
in consistent load vector, are obtained similarly by a symbolic 
representation of,
{P> = /DO1 {p}dA = j [N i] T{ P i X 27TRi)(^|].Wi ...... eqn. 3.19
3.5.10 The stiffness matrix and the stresses are generated in a
SUBROUTINE called SHELL, the block diagram of which is laid out 
in Fig. 3.22.
3.6 Some Examples
The program was tested for some of the cases for which an 
analytical solution existed. It was felt that a remarkable accuracy was 
inherent in the Element of the present formulation as can be observed 
from the presented results. For almost every problem the number of 
elements required to satisfy the geometry was few and the numbers of 
surplus degrees of freedom required were also surprisingly low.
3.6.1 "Long cylindrical shell of uniform thickness" - In stressing 
a shell of this nature, there are various loading alternatives. 
A concrete storage tank was thought to be a suitable example. 
Some theoretical values were given by Billington^ ' for a tank 
with the following set of dimensions.
Z = 20.0 ft. E = 2.88 x 10 8 lbf/ft2
R = 27.0 ft.
t = 1.25 ft. v = 1/6
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(a) Firstly the tank was subjected to an edge moment to investigate
the rate of decay of the "ripples" along the generator, Fig. 3.23 
(b) and (c).
Secondly, the effect of shifting the point C = 0 to an 
off-centric position was examined. It can be noticed that the 
value of M improves when, £ = 0 is nearer to the loaded edge. 
It appears that this interference causes more integrating points 
to be concentrated in the left half of the shell and thus integrate 
that portion more closely. Figure 3.23(a) indicates the convergence 
of the variation with surplus degrees of freedom and also indicates 
the effect of £ = 0 not being central.
(b) Again the shell was subjected to circumferential moments but 
supported by a hinge and afterwards to a uniform radial shear. 
In both cases the approximation was regarded satisfactorily. The 
last experiment is interesting since there is no lateral shear 
stress component contribution to strain energy. The slight 
increase in TQ may be viewed in the light of the above observation 
and in the mean time illustration of the negligible contribution 
of the lateral shear in this case.
Figures 3.24(a) and (b) indicate the variations in stresses 
due to loads discussed above.
3.6.2 Long cylinder with non-uniform thickness - This example was 
considered from Flugge^ ' with the view that the influence of 
surplus degrees of freedom could be examined. It appears that 4 
Surplus lateral displacements ^ce perfectly adequate to represent 
the moments and displacements, see Fig. 3.2 5 (a) and (b).
A comparison was then made between the two cylindrical tanks 
whose Z and R coordinates were identical but the thicknesses
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were different in a way that one possessed uniform thickness 
and the other had a uniformly increasing thickness in the 
manner shown in Fig. 3.25 and Fig. 3.26. The percentage 
difference obtained in fixing moments between uniform and non- 
uniform tanks (both theoretical and F.E.) is less than 1.0% 
but the difference increases with distance from the point of 
fixity as shown in Fig. 3.26 (a) and (b). The difference 
in To can be seen to be insignificant.
3.6.3 Lame' problem - This experiment is designed to verify the
Element sensitivity to complicated in-plane stress variation.
H 2} Timoshenko and Goodier v ' were used as reference.
(a) The first example is an annul us subjected to internal 
pressure. The stress variation depends on a —2 factor; 
Fig. 3.27(a).
(b) The second example is from the same reference with the difference that
it is a disc subjected to axial rotation. This time the
2 factor influencing the stress variation is r , see Fig. 3.27(b).
The numerical data in each case is indicated in the 
appropriate graphs.
3.6.4 Bending of circular plates - This example is again originated 
from Billington' '. The initial choice of loading was made 
to indicate the bending moments due to a uniformly distributed 
load and an additional edge moment due to plate-cylinder 
interaction. In both cases (a) and (b) the plate is hinged 
round the rim, Fig. 3.28 0 One element was used with 3 surplus 
"w" displacements. Details are as follows:
R = 27.0 ft. E = 288.0 x 10 6
t = 1.0 ft. v = 1/6
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3.6.5 Tapering Annul us - This is the tapering annul us also given
M ON
by Gianini and Miles v '. Because of the fairly complicated 
lateral pressure distribution 20 elements were used to simulate 
a cubic variation of the loading in the above reference, see 
Fig. 3.29(a). Since the program used in the existing work 
could incorporate a linear variation of external pressures, it 
was found that 4 elements appeared to suffice with no apparent 
loss in accuracy - The stresses were sampled at the points 
£ = (-1, 0, +1 ) , the extremities being the common nodes between 
the neighbouring elements, Fig. 3.29(b) and (c).
3.6.6 Pressurised Fixed Cone - It was thought that the axi symmetric 
analysis would be augmented by including a conical shell. Thus 
a 45 shell was arbitrarily chosen with convenient dimensions. 
The theoretical values were obtained from ref.(14). Satisfactory 
convergence is obtained taking 2 elements with moderate number of 
surplus d.o.f. (3 u's and 4 w's). The circumferential and 
meridional stress components and moments are shown in Fig. 3.30 
(a), (d).
3.6.7 Rotating sphere - This example is again compared with that
M 31 given in reference v ' where 10 elements were used arid the numerical
results were checked against the theoretical example of Lure. 
Because of the certain inconsistency in the radial displacements 
a similar set of theoretical values using the Membrane theory 
was obtained. These results are included below should a future 
possible reference be required, symbols have their usual meaning.
c = mjoa » w = c cos a,
= Etc cos 2a , u = Csina(v+sin 2a)
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Four equal elements were used in this example which were 
sampled at the points (-1, 0, +1) similar to 3.5.5 and the 
results are shown in Fig. 3.31 (a) and (b).
3.6.8 Hemispherical Dome with a sky-light - Unlike the previous 
case where the membrane strength was mobilised, this example 
examines bertding response of the structure. It was originally 
analysed using 28 unequal elements by Grafton and Strome ^ ' 
and subsequently discussed by Zienkiewicz^ ' and Kraus^ '. 
This structure was used in an experiment to investigate the 
improved convergence with the number of elements. Up to 3 
elements, the results appear significantly in error and the 
increase in surplus degrees of freedom is of little help. It 
was thought that the inadequacy in geometrical representation 
could be the main contributor to the observed errors. This 
improves beyond comparison just by doubling the elements. 
Using 6 elements both the moment M and the displacement w are 
satisfactory. Using 7 elements the difference between the 
theoretical and numerical results appear indistinguishable, 
Fig. 3.32(a), (f).
It is interesting to note that no improvement is achieved 
by increasing surplus degrees of freedom beyond 3 in the last 
two cases.
3.6.9 The spherical cap - This example is given by Timoshenko and 
Wienowsky-Krieger^ ' which is a 35° concrete cap subject to 
radial pressure and rigidly fixed round the rim and the computed 
results from Fig. 3.33(a) and (b) appear satisfactory with 5 
equal elements.
It was decided to investigate the salient values of additional 
forces and moments required due to lack of support (e.g. inadequate
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ring-beam etc). By inserting a hinge to allow circumferential
rotation, the overall values of T do not appear to vary6
significantly only the peak value of the moment reduces by 
about 4-times, see Fig. 3.34(a) and (b). But dramatic changes 
take place by resting the shell freely (with the pin and the 
lateral support both removed). The hoop-stress T Q appears to 
magnify by(minus) 5-fold, indicating the tearing of the rim and 
the peak value of the moment doubles. So with adequate factor 
of safety considered for moments against the ring-beam failure, the 
hoop-stress becomes the main factor influencing total failure, 
shown in Fig. 3.35(a) and (b).
3.6.10 Toroidal Shell under internal pressure - This particular 
example has been given by two independent sources namely Chan 
and Firmin' ' and Gianini and Miles^ ' where reference has been 
made to previous calculations made by Kalanins, Jordan, Sanders and 
Liepins by the above authors. As it was found from experience 
the correct geometrical representation for this structure is critical 
Eighteen elements with geometrically increasing element size (1 , 2°, 
4°, 8°, 15°, ... 15°) were used in this example until some moderate 
agreement was obtained, see Fig. 3.36. It was realised later that 
the exclusion of the lateral shear in forming the Strain Energy 
counted for a sizable fraction of the total Strain Energy. This, 
is speculated to be carried by the elements bending further, thus 
causing bending moments with slightly more amplified peaks and 
fractionally larger bending stresses manifested in hoop stress 
(about 10%). The meridional stress being statically determinate 
is unaffected, Fig. 3.36(a),(c).
3.6.11 Branching - To examine the behaviour of the program when
(141 
branching takes place, the example given by Kraus v ' is quite
edifying. This basically is the displacement analysis in the
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pressure vessel shown in Fig. 3.37(a) with theoretical and 
numerical results available (29 points, each implying an 
element appear on the original representation). In the present 
analysis a total 7 elements were used both in the cylindrical 
and the spherical sections with encouraging results shown 
in Fig. 3.37(b).
3.5.11 CONVERGENCE - Constant stress conditions - In the next Chapter 
statements regarding a practical method of inferring convergence 
will be quoted. In the axisymmetric case it is sufficient to 
mention that, it is necessary to determine that whether the element 
is capable of producing a constant stress, when the loading and the 
support conditions require it to produce one; this being some 
measure of convergence. Two experiments were considered to 
examine this.
(a) A "long" cylinder with roller supports at the loaded end 
subject to a hydrostatic pressure meridionally. Using even 
1 element a satisfactory linearly increasing hoop-stress is 
obtained.
(b) This time a spherical shell is subjected to internal pressure 
where meridional and hoop-stress become equal. Symmetry was 
used in this case and 3 elements represented the geometry 
of a quadrant adequately. All details regarding the two 
cases are given in Fig. 3.38(a) and (b). Membrane equations 
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The development of the program from axisymmetric shell problems 
to asymmetric analysis of thin shells is discussed in this Chapter. 
The above process of extension is not fundamentally difficult but a 
great deal of care is required both in understanding the problem and in 
correctly preparing all the relevant ingredients.
The strain-displacement relationship from which the [B] matrix 
results was derived in Chapter 2 and can be used directly with 
only minor adjustments.
The elastic matrix {jDJ now required, should be in its general 
form for orthotropic plane-stress conditions which in addition to the 
axisymmetric case should include a mid-surface shear and a curvature- 
twist term.
Another important aspect in the current extension is a suitable 
choice of displacements so that certain simplifying properties become 
manifest. It is hoped that the manner of use of all these factors will 
become clear in the following sections.
4.2 DISPLACEMENTS
4.2.1 The "simplification" referred to above reduces the problem to one 
of processing the displacements in the plane of Z and R axes only, 
which then makes the problem effectively two-dimensional. The 
development takes place in two stages.
4.1
The first is the evaluation of the loads. This is achieved 
using the well known technique of expressing the loads in terms 
of a Fourier Series, where the circumferential line force F = f(6) 
acting round a truncated cone of generator length 'ds', can be 
represented in the expanded form of,
F = Fn + F, cos6 + F0 cos 26 + ...... F cosn6u i £ n
eqn. 4.1
i
+ F,1 sine + Fi sin 26 + ...... F' sinnel f. n ,
This is depicted in Fig. 4(a) and (b). It is preferable to 
express the line loads in terms of Z, R and 6 components as 
F , FR and FQ The following are two alternatives of 
representing the i-th term of the above directional components,
FZ cos 16 
a) the 6-symmetric set, i.e.-{ F R cos 16 , eqn. 4.2(a)
FD sin ieu
FZ sin ie
and b) the ant i-symmetric set, i.e.-{FR sin 16 • eqn. 4.2(b)
FQ cos ie
D
The above representation of the forces at this stage is not in 
itself significant. However, the ensuing conclusions are of 
paramount importance. It has been shown (Novozhilov^ ' and 
Zienkiewicz' '}, that a solution to the displacement pattern of 
an axisymmetric shell resulted from loading by the i-th term of 
the forces given in eqn. 4.1, is indeed a set of displacements 
of a similar circumferential variations. It is the existence 
and the nature of these displacements which are significant 
and particularly relevant. The discussion regarding the 
enumeration of a given term of the applied loads can now be 
postponed to the appropriate section (4.5), whereas attention 
is focussed towards further development in the area of
4.2
displacement representations.
Corresponding to the set of forces labelled under eqn. 
4.2(a) and (b) the displacements are listed as follows,
f u cos 18
a) the 6-symmetric set, i.e. < w cos i9 , eqn. 4.3(a)
( v sin ie
u sin 16 .
and b) the antisymmetric set, i.e.jw sin ie . eqn. 4.3(b)
v cos ie
respectively. For non-zero values of i, the general 
problem associated with the i-th term of these displacements 
is solved. On the other hand for zero values of i, the first 
set of loads and displacements result in a solution for the 
axial ly symmetrical problem (Chapter 3), while the second set 
yield the solution to torsional loading.
4.2.2 Uncoupling of Harmonics
The next stage is the analysis of the interrelationship 
between the various components. The forms of approach to 
the above problem appear to be manifold but the outcome is
identical^ •*) »* m The approach adopted here and in 
subsequent work is a modification of references (4) and (5) 
and is particularly suited for numerical work. In forming 
the stiffness matrix for the element |_kj e , the (i,j)-th 
component is considered which, when expressed using the 
Zienkiewicz^ ' nomenclature reads as:
{6 i } T [k. j]{6j > = /{e i } T [D]{ej }dv ...... eqn. 4.4
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where {e.} = [B.]{6.} and {e,} = [B.]{6.>. {6.} and (6.)
* * * JJvJ < J
are nodal variables linked with i-th and j-th harmonics respectively 
and the rest of the symbols have their usual meaning. Thus,
u Qcosie
<V =K and {6.} = |w0cosje
upon substitution and "simplification" of which the (i,j)-th 
element and the integral are reduced to,
eqn. 4.5
Now B- operating on nodal variables would result in 
typical terms shown below: -
.j3 = L B -j-| cosie + B i2sinieJ,
thus the element C K-i-i3 of tne stiffness matrix would contain 
terms such as,
^cosie + B i2sinie] T [D k J[Bj.-1 cosje + Bj. 2sinje] £dv . eqn. 4.6
v K 
It is clear that products such as J siniecosjede would vanish 









6.. being Kronecker Delta. This is a clear indication that a complete
• J
element stiffness matrix [V] 6 -,.-, * is diagonal, i.e. K. .=0 for unequalI • n i j
values of i and j.
* The representationjj<] -j is a shorthand notation for
DO ij » LKj^
4.4
n ,n
A possible representation of the entire element stiffness 
matrix is as follows,
l:n
V ' K =° ' ! '* =0
HI |H2 i ' i Kln
K "° 1 K?? 1 I ' 
II I 1





' ' ' 
1 1 ' 
1 1 ' 1
K =0 ' ' ! I* 
Knl 1 I ' , Knn 
_____ L ____ i ___ L ____ J _ __
eqn. 4.8
The disappearance of the off-diagonal terms shown above proves 
the uncoupling or independence of the various harmonic components 
and in turn facilitates the separate formation of each stiffness 
matrix LK-]i3 to l-Knn ~[.
Now the work done by the load on the displacements of element 
"e" is examined. Let the loads of the j-th harmonic be (p.) and
J
be given as,
Ip7 cosje' L PP cosje K PQ sinje
The virtual work done {6} /[Nj {p}dA by the individual terms on 
displacements {6.} is then,
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* T , , 211 * , 2 if 
{*i> // (P zN u )cosi6cosj6deds, {6^ // (p RN w )cosi6cosjed6ds,
0 0
* 2TT
and {6..} // (pQ N v)siniesinjededs,
27T
which indicate that the integrals such as / cosiGcosjed 6 follow 
the pattern discussed in the previous paragraph and that the 
loads of the unlike harmonics would also uncouple.
It is now evident that the structure can be analysed for the 
individual harmonics under a particular load term and that the 
total strain and displacement at a point will be obtained by 
super-imposing the various harmonic components.
4 . 3 THE DERIVATION OF THE MATRIX
The task of producing the operating matrix j,B "] is greatly 
simplified since the general {strain, curvature} / {displacement} 
relationships taken from Novozhilov' ' have already been modified 
to cylindrical coordinates. Due to the globally orientated nature 
of the displacement {6 }, a further local to global transformation 
of the terms of the fBJ matrix is required to yield the strains and 
the curvatures instantly. Similar rules of differentiation to Chapter 
3 must be observed, namely 9 ^; ' ' ' is the derivative with respect to theoS
curve length and that 'cosct' and 'sinot 1 are constants at a given Gauss-point 
and thus escape differentiation. A new variable, circumferential angle 6,
is now introduced and must be taken into account. Thus on differentiation
1 3 ( ) 
with respect to the curve length along the parallel circle, namely -^ 39
the following rules are observed:
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= (-£){f(u0 ,w0 )sinne},
R 96
{f(v0 )sinne}= (^) {f( V() )cosne} ,
{f(uQ ,w0 )cosne}= (-^) -g| {f(u0 ,w 0 )sinn6}
{f(v n )sinne} = (-£) ^f- {f(v n )cosn6} ,
U r\ o o u
{f(u0 ,w 0 )cosne} = (-^)(-j^) {f(uQ ,w 0 )cosne},
R 98
{f(vn )sinne} = (-^) (--£) {f(v n )sinn6}
U t\ r\ u
eqn. 4.9
e r -i
Thus the detailed relationship of (xn > = |_Bn ) {6n > given in Chapter 2
simplifies further when the above rules are applied. The {strain, 
































| _/Jl\ cos 3 + /_nxSinacosa|cosa 3 _ sinacosa»
R
w,0 eq n. 4.10
By taking the second displacement system of eqn. 4.1 (which is chosen 
from considering the torsional aspect of displacements), a change in 
the order of appearance of cosne and sinne results which in turn 
causes an appropriate change in the sign of (^)(...) = "R fe ' 
It is interesting to note that, with the first displacement system of
4.1, the quantities c , e Q , x,, and X Q are multiplied by a cosnes y s w
factor, whereas e andfi xsfl multiplied by sinne. When the
displacements are changed to the second group of eqn. 4.1 displacements,
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the multiplying factors, cosne and sinne suffer a reversal of positions. 
The existence of these factors indicates the nature of the strains, 
i.e. whether the resulting strain and curvature components are 
0- symmetric, skew- symmetric or asymmetric for a given problem.
4.4 CALCULATION OF THE STRESSES AND THE MOMENTS
Since in analysing thin shells of revolution the normal stress 
a and the radial shears Q S and Q Q are normally neglected a simplified 
version of the elastic matrix is used. The remaining terms are two 
strains (e , e Q ) , two curvatures (Xg» xe )» a mid-surface shear(esQ ) and
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2 ?4 & °
0 0 ^-( 1-v )
eqn. 4.11
or if the material is orthotnopic with principal axes directed in the 
meridional and circumferential directions (possibly due to steel 
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where n = T— and m = -F- . Equations 4.11 and 4.12 are clearly plane-L 2 L2 
stress elastic matrices for obvious reasons. The outcome of the product
£Dj{e> H not actually the stresses {a} but the forces {T} and moments 








Some further practical points relevant to the calculation of strains 
and stress resultants are given in Section 4.6.3. Figure 4.8 
illustrates the position and the direction of each of the above 
resultants acting on an infinitesimal element of a finite element. 
Moments are represented by double headed arrows as customary.
4.5 EVALUATION OF EXTERNAL LOADS
The derivation of the expressions for external loads can be 
more conveniently considered if divided into the groups discussed 
below.
a) External loads peculiar to the first harmonic (n=l), with 
special attention being paid to forces causing deformations 
along the R-axis.
The derivation of expressions for this class of loading is 
initiated by considering a radial ring load r=r0cos6 which is assumed to act 
around the circumference of an infinitesimal truncated cone, shown in 
Fig. 4.2(a) and (b). The elemental virtual work d(V.W.), done by the 
above force at an angle 6 on the circumference is expressed in the 
familiar notation as,
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d(V..W.) = {6} T / (Nw [(Rd9ds).r] - N y [(Rd 9ds) .0])
27T ir 1 /[(Nw ) 0cose][r0 cose]Rd6ds
0 
.'. d(V.W.) = {*6>T ( Nw ) 0 ro7rds>
where the following short-hand was used to represent the above 
displacements and to incorporate eqns. 3.1 and 4.3, namely,
or
wU) = |>J{6}
w(?) = [(Nw ) 0 cose]{6> .
The expressions for u and v-displacements would have a similar 
appearance. As a slight extension of the loading discussed above, 
let the pressure p=p 0cose be the external load acting along the 
normal of the infinitesimal truncated cone. This can be resolved 
into the following global components shown in Fig. 4.3(a) and (b),
z = -p sin a 
r = p cos a , 
where
Z = ZgCOS 9
r = r^cos 9
The elemental Virtual Work done round the circumference (Fig.4.3(c)) 
can be found as follows,
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d(V.W.) = {6}Tp0 [(Nw ) 0cosa-(N u ) 0 sino]R7ids ...... eqn. 4.14
The Virtual Work done by gravity loads is dealt with in an identical 
manner. Assume an upward, uniform, radial gravity field of intensity 
g_ to act upon the elemental cone shown in Fig. 4.4(a) and (b). The 
elemental force dF along the R-axis is thus,
dF = g R[/s t(Rd6ds)J .
This force is resolved normal to and along the shell circumference at an 
angle 6. The Virtual Work done by the infinitesimal cone is then 
obtained by adding the individual components, namely,
d(V.W.) = {6} T r2 1(g Rdept)cose(Nw) - 
0 °
(gR -Rde^t)sine(N v ) 0 ]ds
.'. d(V.W.) = {i6}Tg R .R>»t[(Nw ) 0 -(N v ) 0>ds. ...... eqn. 4.15
The last loading case regarding the first harmonic, concerns the 
concentrated moment M which acts about an axis normal to both Z and 
R axes. This loading presents an interesting case, since the moment can 
effectively be applied by two different methods.
27T
M= f(Mn cose).coseRde = mn R7T ...... eqn. 4.16(a)




(ii) by applying a couple caused by the forces in
the direction of Z-axis, i.e. Z=ZO COSG which results in,
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2lT ?
M 1 = / ( zQ cose) Rde. (Rcose) = zQ R TT. ...... eqn. 4.16(b)
The Virtual Work contribution of moments M and M 1 is numerically equal 
to expressions 4.16(a) and (b) respectively, since they do work by 
rotating through a unit angle at the node.
b) Distributed pressures generally encountered in the n-th 
harmonic, resulting from the usual expansion of the 
Fourier components.
When formulating class b) forces, only the normal pressures 
were thought worth considering. The external Virtual Work done was 
then written down in a like manner to the case given earlier,
* T 2 
d(V.W.) = {6} ( /[((Nu)oCOsne )(-po cosnesina) +
( (Nw ) Q cosne ) (pQ cosnecosa)] Rde ) ds, 
.'. d(V.W.) = {6} T RTr[(Nw ) 0cosa-(N u ) 0sinc]p0
Despite the difference in the harmonic terms, this result is identical 
to eqn. 4.14.
c) Concentrated forces acting at the common node between two
or more elements or acting at the free extremity of an element.
The forces arising from class c)-type loading when integrated 
circumferentially, exhibit identical form to the results of eqn. 4.16(a) 
and (b) above, since for all integer, positive values of j,
j cos^(je)d6 = TT. 
0
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d) Concentrated loads causing torsional stresses.
The calculation of the external loads, especially using energy 
formulation deserves some attention"1". The following analysis 
(although apparently irrelevant) is intended to clarify the situation.
Consider first the Virtual Work involved in compressing a thin vertical 
cylinder whose radius, length and thickness are R, L, and t respectively. 
If the cylinder displaces elastically by an amount u* under the ring 
load P , as shown in Fig. 4.5, the resulting external Virtual work done is 
given by,
( v - w -)ov+ = u*(P-,-2TTR) = u*P
C J\ \f • £. £-
The internal Virtual Work is calculated in the normal manner as, 
< V ' W ->int= {E*s Ts dA
= * 2rrRtE.uW ) = u .w.;
Equating the two work equations
u*p z .27rR = u*. 2TrR t- E - u ...... eqn. 4.17
Now consider the same cylinder in torsion due to a twisting
force P Q , with the axis of the cylinder now horizontal as shown ino
Figure 4.6. Further assume that this force P Q is due to edge shears pQ .o o
It was observed that the magnitudes of the shear stresses obtained 
were double the expected values. After some consultations, Mr. Bruce 
Irons pointed out that the apparent inconsistency was due to 
miscalculation of the Work term for the applied torsional loads.
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The Virtual Work expression is then,
(V.W.) ext . = /(v*sine). [( Pesine)Rde]
Similarly the Virtual Work done internally is calculated as,
(V.W.) int = v* 2-n-RtG.v
Equating these energies, 
v*RTT = v*.2i*tG.v
Comparing equations 4.17 and 4.18, it can be seen that term by term the 
external work done in torsion is half that normally required in cases 
where n=0 . Thus for the same value of nodal displacement v(i.e. unity), 
only one half of the nodal force PQ (= 2-nRp Q) need be assembled.
4.6 SOME PRACTICAL AND PROGRAMMING DETAILS 
4.6.1 Integration
By extending the axi symmetric program it was meant that any 
individual case of axisymmetric or asymmetric problem could be solved 
on the same suite of programs. This meant that when integrating with 
respect to e(along the circumference), the weighting (integrating) 
constant WP had to be modified from a factor of 2fr when n=0 to au
factor of TT when n>l which was an obvious use of eqns. 4.7. The







J(...)dv = -IT / (. 
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for n = 0,
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for n








for n = 0,
eqn. 4.19
m
f(...)dv = TT E (
• «v i=l
for n
Numerical integration was explained at some length in Chapter 3 and the 
last of the eqn. 4.19 is only an indication of extension to the asymmetric 
case.
4.6.2 The Nodal Variable v
The displacement field due to the nodal variable v is similar to 
the fields obtained using u and w displacements which were discussed 
in Chapter 3, namely it is expressed in terms of £ (the parameter 
in the Parent element) and consequently a function of s (the distance 
along the generator). It again consists of the two types of 
displacements available, i.e. the Basic (globally directed) and the 
Surplus (locally and globally directed) with optional number of
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displacements. Figures 4.7(a) and (b) attempt to give a visual 
indication of the two types of displacements. All displacements 
along the e-axis have the peculiar dual property of fulfilling 
a globally directed and a locally directed role which subsequently 
require no further reorientation. Again the basic displacements 
Bl and B3 ensure that continuity is maintained in the v-field at the 
junction of two or more elements, whereas the surplus functions 
improve the internal field variation. The Basic functions Bl and B3 
being of unit nodal value are trouble free and need no adjustment due 
to variation of slopes when stretched. The functions B2 and B4 become 
trouble free for a different reason. Since the functions B2 and B4
indicate a rate of inplane stretch of v-displacement with respect
3 V to the generator "s", i.e. (%—) , they behave in a Surplus capacity, and
oS
no longer influence the inter-element displacement field which relieves 
the programmer of the task of normalising the above functions. (A 
similar point to this is covered in Chapter 3 regarding -^ for functions
oS
B2 and B4).
4.6.3 The Modification of the Matrix
The choice of the v-displacements discussed above presents a new 
difficulty when dealing with relationships such as eqn. 4.15, since 
the same shape functions at the point £ are used for u, w and v-displacements 
This implies that the value of [(NW ) Q - ( N V )Q} is numerically zero at 
every Gauss-point, and the elemental contribution to the external work 
done gR .R/*t^N ) Q - (N )Q} vanishes entirely during quadrature. This 
problem was overcome through a suggestion by Irons ^ ' that the 
difference (WQ-VQ) should be made non-trivial, e.g. equal to unity by choosing 
a suitable variable, say of WQ+ . Hence it was proposed to examine 
UQ, WQ and (VQ+WQ"*") displacement fields as a possible replacement for 
UQ, WQ and VQ displacements. To study the implication of this, the
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general {strain, curvature}/displacement relationship is written down, 
ei = [B ui' Bwi» BviJ-. w
v+w
ui wi' w+Bvi'
ei = B .,B . + B .,B . uv wi vi' vi ]
eqn. 4.20
As can be seen the only adjustment required is that the [B\ matrix is 
augmented which involves a single column. For example consider the 
mid-surface shear given by eqn. 4.10,
"se - )cosa <-)si w
now when the augmentation of eqn. 4.20 becomes effective, eon then5 0
appears as,
=-50
n,-p-)cosa i (-p)sina sii -sina R
, sin ne J
0
'0
as can be seen the term (- S p" a + -^)* is the modification. The overall
K oS
stiffness matrix (j<] + obtained using the above method, is not the physical 
stiffness matrix £k] but is a matrix into which a certain amount of 
numerical expedience is built. When the general matrix handling e.g. 
assembly and solution is completed, then the stresses obtained using 
the expression {T} = [o)[B] + {6} of eqn. 4.13 are the genuine physical 
stresses, an appropriate correction having been made. Fig. 4.8 
illustrates the stress resultants (also see Section 4.4). Since the 
gravity loads gD along the R-axis are mainly responsible for the above
K
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condition, the problem of trivial differences becomes critical for 
the first harmonic only.
4.6.4 The Choice of Displacements
It can be recalled that in the axisymmetric case, the in-plane 
displacements represented the axial loading condition and the 
transverse displacements contributed to bending. There appears to 
be a certain reversal of roles in the first harmonic, since the 
u-displacements - being stretched for one half and compressed for the 
other - represent bending and in contrast w and v-displacements ensure 
the freedom of deformation along the R-axis which is generally of the rigid 
body nature. Thus the choice and inclusion of the Surplus displacements 
for w and v must be simultaneous whereas the u-displacements could be 
reduced or increased according to the discretion of the engineer.
In dealing with harmonics n ^1, the considerations are more 
involved and each problem should be examined separately. The w and v- 
displacements in this case become more independent, with u and w- 
displacements contributing mostly to the Strain Energy in bending.
When torsion problems are considered n is set to zero and both 
u and w displacements are excluded, giving four Basic functions Bl to B4 
with an optional number of Surplus functions, see Fig. 3.12 and Fig. 4.7.
4.7 SOME FUNDAMENTAL TESTS
The Finite Element method of analysis has been the subject of many 
discussions regarding its validity and reliability. In the past, certain 
methods which apparently gave a solution failed after further tests and 
sometimes with methods that proved workable consistently, no evidence 
of their validity was found. It is not within the scope of this work 
to attempt to provide proofs or postulate principles regarding the
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mathematical legality of the technique but when the method is applied 
to Shells of Revolution, using the Isoparametric Element, there are 
certain areas of interest to confirm one's confidence in using the method 
and the Element. Two tests were considered to examine the behaviour of 
the Isoparametric Element; these tests will follow the discussions and 
the views presented. This part of the work appears to be most suitably 
dealt with in this section, since there are some discussions on Rigid Body 
Motions which involve u,w,v and |^ degrees of freedom that are covered
a S
in this Chapter.
4.7.1 The Theorems Concerning the Isoparametric Element
It had been observed for some time that the Isoparametric Element 
appeared to have certain desirable properties apart from being one of the
best suited for quadrature. These observations were formulated into
(g\ 
lemmas by Irons v ' . The following are the simplified versions as applied
to thin Shells of Revolution with a linear Parent Element. There is a 
slight difference in the order of presentation with the Theorems given 
in Chapter 8 of ref. (7).
1. Theorem - Isoparametric Elements always allow linear variations that 
are zero at the origin in Z and R coordinates. In terms of plane strain 
when nodal deflections such as u. = aZi + bRi are imposed then the 
internal point (Z,R) experiences a deflection of u = aZ + bR.
For if (by definition, see Chapter 3) , Z = ZN 1-Z i
and u=zN.u., then




Similarly w = cZ+dR is also available. This property does not depend 
on Ni .
2. Theorem - If the Parent Element allows Rigid Body Translations, 
so does the Isoparametric Element.
With ordinary nodes when u. = constant = k, it gives u=k at every 
other point and thus k = ZN^ k with ZN.=1 everwhere and at hierarchical 
nodes u^O, so that ZN..=1 excludes such nodes. Thus if u = zN.u. is 
constant for the Parent Element, then the same constant translation is 
obtained for the Isoparametric Element. This can also be extended 
for torsional Rigid Body Motions both for straight and curved Elements; 
since,
v = 2v.jN.j 
= Z0R..N.
v = 9R,
so if a Rigid Body Rotation of 8 is imposed, the torsional Rigid Body 
Motions become possible.
3. Theorem - The Isoparametric Element can reproduce any constant 
strain over the element.
Since at ordinary nodes u- = a + bZ. + cR. and the value of u 
elsewhere is u = a + bZ + cR. With special value of u n- the property 
also extends to hierarchical nodes.
4. Theorem - The Parent Elements are assumed to be straight so by 
suitable translation, rotation and perhaps linear stretching Parent Elements 
can be brought into contact at a node. If the Parent Elements then conform 
to any nodal displacement, i.e. no separation or overlapping takes place, 
then Isoparametric Elements conform before and after deformation.
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It follows that N. for nodes not at the junction is zero. 
This is clearly a one-dimensional simplification of a more generalised 
statement.
5. Consider the Parent Element and N. at a particular node, 
it is possible to:-
a) choose internal points as if two or more elements were
replacing the original larger element which would generally 
generate more nodes than the original element,
b) regard N. as defining a new response on the subassembly,
c) provide the total response due to N. in terms of the internal 
subelement nodes N. for each subelement,
\)
d) reproduce sometimes, the response due to N. exactly by a
the 
(9)
suitable arrangement of subelements. Meloslv ' argument
can be stated as follows
"a structure of large elements responds to loads with a certain 
total strain energy, and when any element is subdivided the original 
response remains available so that the total strain energy cannot 
increase. In this sense, convergence is monotonic when the mesh 
is refined".
Theorem - If Melosh subdivision (ref. (9) above) were to be performed
on the parent element, the corresponding subdivision in the Isoparametric
element also gives monotonic convergence.
The above is justified since the assembly of Isoparametric elements 
may be regarded as a single enlarged Isoparametric element.
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6. Numerical integration has already been discussed (see sections 
3.4 and 4.6) and the conversion formula for a functional 4> was given by,
+1 ._ m
Theorem - If a rule is selected to integrate accurately the area of the 
Isoparametric Element for arbitrary coordinates (Z. , R.) a fine "string" 
of Isoparametric Elements will converge.
Since, for a fine string of elements, the stress variation will be 
small over any element, the variation over the Isoparametric Elements 
should also be small. Using Virtual Work it is possible to calculate 







where N (-p) is a polynomial containing £, this being integrable by the
choice of integration rule. The force F. obtained above is the influence 
on the neighbouring elements exerted by the Isoparametric Element. If 
the force F. is nearly correct, the neighbours have no way of 
distinguishing between the approximately integrated element and a
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perfectly integrated element. Thus if the perfect integration makes 
the problem converge, the approximate rule also guarantees convergence.
There is however a danger of making the integrating rule too 
approximate; it may lead to singularities in the stiffness matrix. 
It must be emphasised that these theorems are only modifications for the 
particular case of thin shell problems. For a more generalised approach 
the original paper should be consulted.
Within the elastic range, the existence of the above properties 
unfolds a whole range of possibilities for the Isoparametric Element upon 
which the future developments will be drawn. To examine the validity 
of some of the above statements all conceivable Rigid Body Motions were 
imposed individually and simultaneously where possible. The types of 
shells chosen in this case were a cylinder, a disc and a hemispherical 
shell. It was thought that any oddities due to geometry will be 
manifested as a result of the above choice of structures.
The case of bodily displacement along the Z-axis is a trivial one, 
it was exercised successfully using all three structures as was the case 
of bodily displacement along the R-axis. Translation along the R-axis 
by an amount "C" was achieved using the assignment W, = -v-j = C and 
Wp = -Vp = C, where suffices refer to the node numbers. Rotation was 
also carried out in the Z-R plane for all the above structures. Only 
"small" rotations are admissible, so that e = tane = sine. The 
difficult case was that of an R-axis translation together with a Z-R 
rotation which was achieved as follows. A structure was devised to 
contain a cylinder ABC and connected to a disc DCE, shown in Fig. 4.9. 
The point A was.rigidly fixed and a uniformly distributed load with a 
circumferential variation of p=pQcose was applied transversely along 
AB, as the result of which the remaining part BC/DCE underwent a 
combined translation and rotation in the Z-R plane. In the last two
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cases "n" was set to unity. The hemisphere also underwent this set of 
Rigid Body Motions successfully. The final test case was an arbitrary 
rotation $ about the Z-axis which consisted of setting n=0 and then 
specifying,
•j) a displacement v, = Vp = R.cJ>for a cylinder and
ii) a set of displacements v, = R, cj>, v2 = R2 4> to a thin 
truncated cone.
In both cases the Rigid Body Motions were achieved. 
4.7.2 The Patch Test
As was discussed above, to prove the convergence in a Finite 
Element Solution, in the absence of a rigorously mathematical approach, 
other methods have been examined. Irons and Razzaque^ ' provide the 
historical development of a numerical technique known as the PATCH-TEST 
as well as discussions on the practical applicability of the test upon 
which this section is heavily dependent. The original test was carried 
out on an assembly of plate bending elements with the structure subjected 
to pure bending. It was found out that providing a successful mesh was 
used even the non-conforming elements emulated their curvature and thus 
moment values. The experiment was successful for the conforming elements 
irrespective of the choice of the mesh. With the above experiments in 
mind the following statement could be quoted.
"... if the external nodes of any sub-assembly of a successful 
assembly of elements are given prescribed values corresponding to an 
arbitrary state of constant curvature, then the internal nodes must 
obediently take their correct values. (An internal node is defined 
as one completely surrounded by elements). Conversely, if two 
overlapping patches can reproduce any given state of constant curvature, 
they should combine into a larger successful patch, provided that every
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external node lost is internal to one of the original patches, for 
such nodes are in equilibrium at their correct values, and should 
behave correctly as internal nodes of the extended patch".
It was decided to subject the Isoparametric Element to the patch 
test in tension (or compression), pure (in-plane) shear, pure bending 
and pure torque. The pure tension case is a trivial one and deserves 
no further comment except that the outcome was successful. In the 
pure shear experiment, Fig. 4.10, the chimney stack AB fixed at A was 
subjected to a transversely applied concentrated load in the form of 
a ring force given as PR = PQcose. The mid-surface shear T^Q between BA 
improves dramatically by a further subdivision, shown in the same 
Figure. The pure bending case is another interesting experiment. 
The tube AB of Fig. 4.11 was subjected to constant bending in two 
distinct manners. When the moment was applied in the form of a
varying in-plane force P = PQCOSS giving an effective moment of
2M = PpR IT, then the convergence is immediate and the displacements
are correct even for one element representing the entire structure. 
When the moment M was applied directly at A, the correct displacements 
were obtained but for a considerable length of the tube, the in-plane 
stresses and moments were fluctuating. One's only reaction to this 
was that the fluctuations were due to an inadequate mesh size, and 
thus the size of the elements near the ends were decimated. Favourable 
results were then obtained as can be seen in Fig. 4.11(b) & (c) and the decay 
appears to be of the same order as the example 3.5.1 (a) given in 
Chapter 3 for the axisymmetric case. The value of the meridional stress 
T soon converges to the steady state condition once the local anomalies 
due to the external loading are a short distance away. With the cylinder 
subjected to a pure torque the patch test is again successful as can be 
seen from Figs. 4.19 and 4.20. It is worth mentioning that in the pure 
tension and the pure torque cases, since the linear response required for
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the strains e g = -^ and e sQ = -^ were available the coefficients due 
to Surplus Functions corresponding to internal nodes were effectively 
zero (of the order 10" of the smallest displacement) which numerically 
verifies the statement quoted in the above section. The choice of 
non-cylindrical structures for the patch-test requires some attention. 
The only other geometrical representations tested were a disc and a 
hemispherical dome. The disc was subjected to a uniform edge moment M 
which automatically causes a constant meridional curvature and thus set 
MC- = M throughout the plate. The hemispherical dome was roller 
supported and was subjected to internal pressure p; the meridional and 
hoop stresses both converged to a value of T<- = T fi = -R^ for an adequate 
geometrical representation. Both of these examples are given in 
Chapter 3, Figs. 3.28 and 3.38. The only other test which was 
abandoned due to its triviality was the disc being subjected to an 
inplane tension (or compression) T, in this test again both stresses
T c and TQ would have converged to a value of T. Finally a cylinder o y
was subjected to hydrostatic pressure with the top end free and the other 
end roller supported. Although this is not a patch-test it shows the 
ability for linear response. The results are again shown in Fig. 3.38 
of Chapter 3 and 1 element appears to respond satisfactorily.
4.8 EXAMPLES
It is now appropriate to indicate the ability of the element in 
dealing with different theoretical and practical problems. It must 
be admitted that the variety of the suitable examples were not as readily 
available as in the axisymmetric case. These examples have not been 
collected over a short period of time. Contact at various short courses 
with other co-workers has helped significantly.
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4.8.1 Cylindrical Chimney Stack
The same cylinder had previously been subjected to Rigid Body 
Motions and patch-test in lateral shear, in-plane shear and edge 
moments. It was thought to impose a uniform lateral distributed 
load so as to verify if the linear shear TS was available, the results 
are given in Fig. 4.12. The constant and linear response of the 
meridional stress resultant T<-, have been obtained from a pure moment 
and a concentrated edge force P, shown in Fig. 4.10, 4.11 and 4.9.
4.8.2 Cylinder with Harmonic edge moment
(12} This example has been tried by various authors e.g. Ahmad v '.
The object is to compare the decay of the edge moment M and the lateral 
displacement w for different harmonics, n=0,2,...,20, see Fig. 4.13 and 4.14.
4.8.3 Asymmetrical Bending of Circular Plates
It was thought appropriate, to examine a linear geometry with a non­ 
zero slope. The plate of Figure 4.15 was chosen which was subjected to 
a pressure p = p Q £ cos6 and simply supported throughout. The relevant 
equations were taken from ref. (13). One element was chosen with a total 
of 12 degrees of freedom. The judgement of the outcome is left to the 
reader.
4.8.4 Natural Draught Cooling Tower
The analysis of cooling towers has been of some interest, before 
and after the recent disasters. Alternative means of estimating the various 
stresses and the energies involved have been proposed by some researchers. 
Albasiny and Martin^ ' had used a total of 10 harmonics (n=0,...9) 
in order to simulate the pressure distribution circumferentially. The 
data used in this example is based on the above reference. Other 
workers have also adopted the same elastic and geometric particulars as
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a basis of comparing the various axisymmetric shell elements, e.g. 
AhmacP ' used 15 cubic elements whereas Chan and Firmin' ' had 
engaged 5 "SABA5" elements. In the present work also, 5 elements 
were used forming a total of 55 degrees of freedom which stretched 
the Polytechnic IBM 1130 (16K words) computer to its limit. The 
total computing time per harmonic was about 20 minutes. The final 
displacement and stress were obtained by summing the displacements 
and the stresses for each harmonic, punched on cards previously, as 
an output from the above mentioned analysis. It is fair to say 
that the results obtained from all the workers compare favourably. 
The meridional and circumferential variation of displacements, 
moments and stresses are shown in Figure 4.16(c), ... (g), whereas 
Figures 4.16(a) and (b) indicate the element arrangement and their 
circumferential pressure distribution respectively.
4.8.5 Hemisphere with Concentrated Diametral Moments
In the case of the Cooling Tower of the previous section a 
limited number of harmonics was used both by the functional and the 
numerical analysts and thus both analyses were comparable. In this 
example the theoretical solution resulting from the use of infinite 
series taken from Kraus^ ' is compared with the numerical analysis 
of finite number of harmonics. The hemispherical shell shown in 
Fig. 4.17(a) with its centre at the origin, radius a and thickness t 
is subjected to a pair of diametral moments MQ . The points of 
application of the moments are at 6 = 0° and 6 = 180° on the great 
circle normal to the Z-axis. Upon harmonic analysis, only the even 
cosine terms are admissible, the super position of which shows the approximate 
value of the concentrated moment depicted in Figure 4.17(b). The shell 
itself is divided into 5 elements, the grading of which is signified in 
Figure 4.17(a). Firstly it was decided to use one surplus degree of
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freedom for u, w and v for each of the elements. Then the edge values 
were slightly refined by re-distribution of surplus displacements so 
that elements 1 and 2 had no surplus functions whereas elements 4 and 5 had 
2 sets of u, w and v surplus functions each. The total number of degrees 
of freedom again was limited to 55 owing to the size of the machine. 
Naturally, it is accepted that, the accuracy is dependant on the number 
of harmonics used but for the value of variables slightly away from the edge 
z=0, the ceiling of n=10 (a total of six harmonics) appears to be 
sufficient. It seems that the dependence of the overall convergence is 
more on the degrees of freedom of the mathematical model, than the 
simulation of correct loading.
4.8.6 Pinched Cylinder
At a locally held course, it was realised that the use of the 
pinched cylinder with those workers developing cylindrical elements 
was comparable to the repeated trials of the Albasiny and Martin Cooling 
Tower with the shells of revolution researchers. It was anticipated at 
this time that one could not expect dramatic results applying the shell 
of revolution to the above problem, since the former workers had the 
flexibility of refining the cylindrical panels near the concentrated load 
in both Z and 0 directions, whereas the latter could only improve their 
subdivision along the Z-axis. Despite all the discouraging indications, 
two cylinders whose particulars are classified under the headings case (a) 
and case (b) were attempted. The first case which was presented by 
Prof essor Can tin' ' and Dr. Ashwell ̂ ' emphasised the nature of convergence. 
The displacement w which was directly under the concentrated load was 
compared with the already available figures for two different values of 
thicknesses. The variation of w with the number of harmonics used is 
listed in Table (i). In the second case not only the displacement under 
the load is compared by other available values but the variation of
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meridional and circumferential stress resultants are also provided 
by Edwards and Webster' '. Only two harmonic limits of n=10 and 
n=20 are used with 4 equal elements, each consisting of 2 surplus 
u, v and w displacements. The outcome is not regarded as perfect 
but merely optimistic, see Fig. 4.18(b),(e). The results might have 
improved with a graded mesh. Symmetry was employed to save computer 
storage and time.
4.8.7 Torsion of Cylindrical and Conical Sections
These two sections were initially chosen so that the response of 
this element to rigid body motions about the Z-axis could be examined, 
see 4.7.2v The cylindrical shell proved to be more useful when 
experimenting with patch-test discussed in 4.7.2. The conical shell 
was tested by a pair of torques Q-, and Qp applied in a manner shown by 
Figures 4.19 and 4.20. The variation of the shear stresses WCL& found 
to be satisfactory but the displacement v along the circumference did 
not coincide with the elementary torsion theory (-J = G.-r5) although the 
terminal values were almost exact.
4.8.8 Torsion of a thin spherical segment
In this example the response of the element to torsion having 
undergone a considerable curvature was being tested. Only one element 
subtending some 60° was used with different surplus degrees of freedom
being tried each time. The ratio of the shear stress T and the edgeby
shear T was plotted against the azimuth angle (J>. The outcome is plotted 
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CHAPTER 5
DETERMINATION OF NATURAL FREQUENCIES 
OF UNFORCED AND UNDAMPED ROTATIONAL SHELLS
5.1 INTRODUCTION
After the various major disasters in Civil Engineering structures, 
more importance is now being attached to the dynamic aspect of analysis 
of such structures. The complete analysis might depend on a full 
solution of the response problem using time increments the choice of 
which in turn will depend on the type of the structure, the number of 
time (or loading) increments, the combination of loading systems and 
finally a considerable amount of careful codification. This, at the 
moment appears to be a costly process. A reasonable idea of the dynamic 
behaviour of the structure could also be formed by determining the unforced 
and the undamped natural frequencies. This enables one to assess the 
frequency of the design loads likely to cause an excitation which could 
then result in a possible damage to the structure. The latter approach 
is a fairly cheap approximation.
Much work has been done to determine the natural frequencies for 
thin elastic, axisymmetric shells. Again the determination appears 
to fall within the two categories of mathematical analysis^ ''^ ''^ ' and 
semi-analytical/numerical work^ '*^ ''^ '.
In mathematical analyses, normally the methods of approach are 
along the following lines.
(a) A typical infinitesimal element of the oscillating structure 
is isolated. An expression is then written which relates the 
external, the internal and the inertia forces acting on the 
element. This expression is then reduced to the differential
5.1
equation of motion, the solution and the satisfaction of the 
boundary conditions of which could yield the natural 
frequencies.
(b) The alternative approach is to estimate the individual components"1" 
of the elemental energies involved which in this case are Kinetic 
and Strain Energies. Then suitable substitutions and adjustments 
are made to reduce the energy equation to the differential 
equation of motion. The manner of solution of the latter would 
then be similar to the method outlined in (a).
In numerical work, the approach made is almost entirely based on 
either the Energy method or the Virtual Work principle.
The determination of the axisymmetric modes and the corresponding 
frequencies based on the finite element method, were the original work
/ o \
of the candidate submitted for an earlier examination^ '. Some 
axisymmetric examples had been attempted previously the accuracy of which 
appeared to be satisfactory. The extended program which could enumerate 
the asymetrical and the torsional modes was developed from the axisymmetric 
program.
5.2 FINITE ELEMENT FORMULATION
The actual derivation of the finite element formulation has been 
covered adequately in a number of publications. No attempt will be made 
here to rederive the relevant equations at any stage of their development. 
The formulation adopted in the present work from reference (7) which is 
due to Zienkiewicz. The equation governing the undamped natural
+ By the term component, is meant algebraic addition of energy terms, 
since energy is a scalar quantity by definition.
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frequencies for an elastic structure is given by
(00 -w2M){6> = 0., ...... eqn. 5.1
The stiffness matrix [kj has been defined at some length in Chapters 
1, 3 and 4. The matrix [M] is known as the mass matrix the (p,q)-th 
term of which is defined as
C Mpql = /J%Kd[ Nq] d ( VOl > •"•••
where [V], in its familiar form, provides the shape functions and 
is a diagonal matrix which entails the density and could include the 
rotary inertia if so required. The details of the program generating 
the mass matrix and a step-by-step account of the calculations involved, 
are presented in sections 5.4 and 5.5. An attempt is also made to 
attach physical significance to each term the description of which is 
hoped not to be regarded as a rederivation of expression 5.2
In order to determine the natural frequencies, the relationships 
5.1 is re-written in a more workable form, namely,
or
The product ^K]" 1 C MDis only a symbolic representation since in actual 
practice the stiffness matrix [Y] is replaced by the product LLJ.[V] 
obtained from a Choleski reduction. The mass matrix is then multiplied 
by [l]" 1 and [l-]~1T respectively resulting in D3~ 1 IXJ(L]~ 1T which 
finally is equivalent to the product [l<5~ 1 CM]- Tne ful l mathematical 
development of this and other relevant details could be found in 
reference (7).
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5.3 DISPLACEMENTS AND VELOCITIES
The displacements used here are similar to those given in 
Chapter 4 with a further difference that the time factor has to be 
included. This is achieved by multiplying the displacements of 












Again for non-zero values of j, general modes containing possible nodal
circles and diameters are obtained. On the other hand for j=0,
eqn. 5.3(a) results in solving the axisymmetric problems, while eqn. 5.3(b)
for the same value of j=0 would yield the frequencies for torsional
vibrations.
The general interaction of the modes of displacements will be 
clarified in the light of the following developments. From eqn. 5.2 
the mass matrix is given by,
In a similar way to the developments of section 4.2, the shape function 
operating on nodal variables would result in typical terms such as
N- 2 sinjeJ ,
The element [m. .1 of the mass matrix would consist of such terms as,
[mij]=/[Nil cosie+N i2sinieJ^[pk£][Njl cosje+N.j2 sinj§^dA ... eqn. 5.4
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which, following the pattern of eqn. 4.7, would result in the complete 
consistent mass matrix [M]0 :n corresponding to element e, containing 










This matrix being diagonal indicates the uncoupling of the cross-terms 
and also helps in computing each mass matrix[M. .] independently using 
like terms corresponding to the j-th harmonic only.
The velocity components are ito times the displacements which are 
obtained by operating the shape functions on the nodal variables in the
usual manner. The velocities considered are only translational; it
9 
was thought that the rotational velocities would contribute negljible
Kinetic Energy. The choice of local or global coordinates for u and 
w displacements is immaterial since eventually a Pythagoras-type 
displacement is obtained. The velocities corresponding to the j-th 










Also similar representations could be made for eqn. 5.3(b) which is 
used for torsional oscillations by setting j=0.
All remarks regarding the retention or rejection of Basic or 
Surplus displacements as discussed in Chapter 4 are valid here and the same 
also applies for normalisation of Basic displacements B2 and B4 of Fig. 3.21
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5.4 CALCULATION OF DENSITY MATRIX AND OTHER FACTORS
The opportunity is taken at this point to make the proper 
adjustments necessary for numerical integration discussed in section 
4.6. Assuming homogeneous material properties,
(infinitesimal mass [dm]) = [density^], (infinitesimal volume d(vol))
It can be seen that the above expression results in a volume integral 
of the type given in eqn.4.7which further reduces to
[dm] = [p] d(vol)
= [/J t^ dA 
. '. Fdmj = j"p"| t (RdeX-gfd^).
ot2 
The rotational density -Jw- which was used in candidate's previous
scheme of work was abandoned here. The infinitesimal mass at the 
point £ is presented similar to that of the elastic matrix £D] in 
section 3.4.9,
[dm] = *.Rk (^) kW k (V k[p] k ,
where k is the dummy index for Gaussian Quadrature and t$ assumes values 
of 2^ or "f depending whether n=0 or n£l respectively.
5.5 FORMATION OF MOMENTUM AND MASS MATRICES
The approach to generate the mass matrix could be made by 
considering either the energy method or the virtual work principle since 
in either case there is a double implied multiplication of (iw) with 
the infinitesimal mass (namely, velocity(iw) x momentum(iu)) - or - 
displacement x mass x acceleration(iw) ). For the convenience of forming 
a visual impression of the process of generating the mass matrix, the 
energy terminology is pursued. The change of momenta d(y} are obtained
5.6
using the product of expression obtained from eqn. 5.5 and eqn. 5.6, 
namely,
.(ia>[N]{6 e }e ia)t ) , 
the total contribution of which to the Kinetic Energy of the element
1 T
will be /-^{vel } d {y} . The mass matrix is ultimately obtained from 
the energy terms such as the expression given by the above integral, i.e,
Kinetic Energy = /-~{vel} d {y}
Substituting from eqn. 5.6 for ^fjDj t dA,
eqn. 5.7
where % and W. are defined as before.
There are two points of practical interest which are as follows
i) In order to reduce computer time the product [N) (t JjDj[N])dA 
could be reduced by the application of Choleski (the order of 
multiplication being implied using the parenthesis), thus,
.POO 




"N 0 " 
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Q x
This is readily achieved since the density matrix is really an 
identity matrix times a positive constant, thus involving the 
square-root of the diagonal terms only and could be stored as 
a vector or even as a single constant. A pseudo-momentum 
quantity is then resulted from the product,
which will instantly yield the mass matrix in the form,
5.7
E [$ [ty]. ...... eqn. 5.8
k=l
It is also apparent that the necessity for reserving two 
^NT,3j matrices for [velj and [yj is now reduced to 
storage of a single [NT,3] matrix for f^] . This method
W J
could lead to confusing results if applied to form the 
stiffness matrix and thus the stresses.
1i) The device of section 4.6, which overcame the difficulty of 
forming the difference of two numerically equal quantities 
(only for the first harmonic) is not essential here, so there 
is no additional adjustment required to w and v terms in the 
displacements nor the shape functions.
5.6 EXAMPLES
In order to form some impression of the function of the program, 
a few numerical examples were prepared. The order of presentation of 
the examples was chosen so that it generally corresponded with the 
developments given in most relevant text books, namely commencing with 
simple shapes such as rings, plates and cylinders in simple and familiar 
modes. The theory was then extended to embrance the 9-dependent modes 
for the above geometries where possible; this was achieved by a suitable 
choice of the nodal and the surplus displacements through an implied use 
of equation 5.3(a). The torsional modes were attempted by interchanging 
the system of displacements in equation 5.3(b) and setting j=0. 
Finally some other interesting cases which indicated the contribution of 
the strain energy in extensional/flexural modes were presented which also 
served the candidate in its educational capacity. Almost all the 
examples were processed with no more than 26 degrees of freedom available 
on the Polytechnic computer. The results were thought to be satisfactory.
5.8
5.6.1 The Ring and the Skew Washer
This example was of the simplest geometry chosen to form a quick 
check on the formation of the stiffness and mass matrices, during the
/Q \
candidate's^ ' previous scheme of work. The modes and the corresponding 
frequencies are given in Fig. 5.1 together with the respective 
theoretical value. As indicated 1 element was used with 6 surplus 
displacements, lu and 5w.
5.6.2 The Circular Plate
This geometry is ideal to test the frequencies obtained against the 
correct functioning of the boundary condition specification. The 
equations used for a plate clamped round its circumference were from 
reference (9), giving the angular frequencies for different circular 
modes, see Fig. 6.4. A corresponding table also indicates the convergence 
of the frequency with variation in the number of elements and the surplus 
displacements. The density used was 0.289 Ibf/in and the value of g 
was assumed to be unity.
Figure 5.3 indicates the change in frequency for a change in the 
support condition, namely releasing the edge clamp but fixing the centre. 
Errors of the same order were obtained when both considering the various 
modes in an attempt to vary the number of elements and in changing the 
boundary conditions.
The third boundary condition involving just a lateral support at the 
edge, presented some difficulty since no reference to theoretical value 
could be found. As a quick check a very simple set of calculations 
based on Rayleigh-Ritz method were devised which had to be solved by a 
very approximate numerical integration technique. The agreement found was 
satisfactory. No attempt was made to estimate other axisymmetric modes, 
see Fig. 5.4.
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Since the coverage given to various coefficients in the Handbook 
of Plant Engineering was found to be more comprehensive than reference (9), 
more examples based on the Handbook with certain information built into 
the formulae were tried. The frequencies therefore might appear different 
from the frequencies corresponding to the previous set. This time four 
modes (0 to 3 nodal circles) were tabulated against four different 
harmonic numbers (n=0,l,2 and 3). It was again found difficult to have 
access to all the theoretical values. The results are tabulated in 
Figure 5.5.
5.6.3 The Long Cylinder
This example was chosen to examine the response of a long cylinder 
which in effect is an elastic prismatic bar to its fundamental frequencies. 
Only one element with no more than a total of six surplus functions was 
used for this case. The worst errors were encountered when considering 
flexure. The membrane results appear fairly satisfactory as can be seen 
from Fig. 5.6. The formulae from which these examples were calculated 
are listed in most standard text books in this field*.
5.6.4 Spherical Shells
In this case an attempt was made to compare the theoretical and the 
numerical angular frequencies obtained from (a) membrane considerations 
alone and (b) membrane and bending together with the predominance of the 
latter.
For example Reference (9) provides an excellent coverage for these 
formulae.
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(a) One of the simplest cases for the membrane mode is that of a 
sphere with radial (hoop) displacements. Symmetry with the constraint 
in the slopes of the lateral displacements were used in order to "force" 
the above mode. The decrease in the observed error of the angular 
frequencies is tabulated against the increase in the number of elements 
used, see Fig. 5.7(a).
(b) A spherical cap was chosen for the flexural mode of oscillations. 
The equations used for the analysis are those developed by Reissner' '. 
Again the convergence to the correct frequency is tested against the usual 
factors, namely degrees of surplus displacement and the number of elements 
used , this is shown in Fig. 5.7(b).
5.6.5 Torsional Vibrations
For this mode of vibration two examples were chosen^ '. The 
first case was a truncated cone simply supported along both circular 
edges. The value of unity was used for most geometrical and material 
parameters. A single element represented the shell with a range of 
surplus degrees of freedom. The convergence of the calculated 
frequencies and the errors involved is given in Fig. 5.8. The second 
example is in the shape of a thin hemisphere, simply supported at the 
pole and the equator, shown in Fig. 5.9. There were a number of common 
factors in both examples which can readily be identified upon comparison 
of Figures 5.8 and 5.9. Owing to the curvature present for a single 
element representation (namely the tangent at end 2 being at 90° to the 
tangent at end 1), the same shell was attempted using 2 and 3 elements 
with considerable improvement in the frequencies. This is shown in 
the table of Fig. 5.9 in which for the sake of brevity the variation 
of the percentage error is recorded only.
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5.6.6 Short Cylinder clamped at both extremities
The candidate had come in contact with a certain class of vibration 
examples which unlike the plate problem, the strain energy of the former 
class did not entirely depend on flexure. The first of these examples was 
initially discussed in reference (12) is the cylinder shown in Fig. 5.10. 
The lowest resonance frequency of this cylinder coincides with n=6 (the 
number of nodal diameters) whereas the corresponding frequency for the second 
mode occurs at n=9. The difference in frequencies between the first mode and 
the second mode appears to reduce as the value of n is progressively 
increased. One element was used for this analysis with a total of six 
surplus degrees of freedom 2u, 2w and 2v. The experimental data published 
by Koval and Cranclv ' is a refreshing encouragement for the theoretical 
results both analytical and numerical.
Comparable experimental curves, using a cylinder with different 
geometrical parameters and support conditions were also obtained later
by Weingarten' '. The latter example is included for comparison
(15^ elsewhere v '.
5.6.7 General Vibrations of a Thin Conical Frustum
Figure 5.11 depicts another shell geometry where the lowest
frequencly is not necessarily at the lowest harmonic number. The
(14) experimental data chosen for this case is due to Weingarten v ' . A
finite element analysis had appeared by Sen and Gould^ ' only recently 
who use a conical shell element with a very marginal departure in 
geometry from that given originally by Weingarten (an error of about 
0.1% increase in the length of the cone is likely to make the shell 
fractionally more flexible). The finite element calculations here 
were based on the data used by the latter to provide a basis for 
theoretical (numerical) comparison. The lowest frequency in this case
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corresponds to the first mode of the 4-th harmonic but the error 
between the experimental result and the corresponding finite element 
frequencies appear to be somewhat higher than the error involved in 
the comparative frequencies of the other harmonics. The theoretically 
predicted values of Strutt quoted in reference (16) which are based on 
purely inextensional terms seem to be inadequate. The total number 
of degrees of freedom used here were 14 and 24 which resulted from 
using 1 and 2 elements respectively. It is estimated that the degrees 
of freedom in reference (15) were 32 after the reduction of the size 
by the use of Kinematic condensation. The errors between the numerical 
results obtained from using 2 elements and the results from the above 
reference are negligible.
5.6.8 Fixed Hemispherical Cap
In this example a thin shallow spherical cap was chosen which was 
rigidly fixed at its base corresponding to the azimuth angle of <j>0 =30°. 
The geometrical and the material details are given in Fig. 5.12. The 
theoretical frequencies are extracted from reference (17) against which 
the finite element results are compared. For the actual plot a 
normalised value of w is used instead of the numerical value of the
COQ __
frequency where wn = 1 / E __ each symbol having its usualu T/ ————— 9~ »
a/ p(l-v2 ) 
meaning. It is interesting to note that the displacement of the pole
for n > 2 is zero, this follows from the geometry of the displacement 
field. It can be seen that the differences involved are in the order 
of 8% compared with the theoretical values which is generally true for 
the first three modes. For the fourth mode the disagreement becomes 
more pronounced when the axisymmetric case is considered. It seems 
as if the finite element values for the fourth mode attempt to follow 
the trough-shaped variation of the third mode. This is somehow puzzling 
1n view of the reasonable parity of all the lower modes. A hint of the
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reduction in the normalised frequency value corresponding to n=l also exists 
in an article by Zarghamee and Robinson' '. Unfortunately the values 
published only contain the first mode, hence the findings of other workers 
in this field are we!come. The other interesting point is that the increase 
in the number of elements does not necessarily cause a reduction in the 
strain energy. In fact for an identical number of degrees of freedom, 
the lowest frequency would correspond to the highest order of the surplus 
displacements and not to the number of elements used to represent the 
mathematical model. It is evident from-this example that the eigenvalues 
for the 2-element representation is lower than the corresponding results 
for the 3-element representation. This was owing to the fact that the 
surplus functions used for each of the two elements were u(Qg), w(QQ ), 
v(Q0 ), u(Q,), w(Q-j) and v(Q,), whereas the 3-element representation 
involved the first three of the above terms only (see Fig. 3.12 and
Fig. 4. 17). This statement is thought to be due to Melosh and has
* 
been extended later by Irons . Where a division of the generator into
two or three elements has become necessary, elements subtending equal 
azimuth angles have been used.
5.6.9 Natural Frequency of Cooling Towers
The last example here is the cooling tower which was stressed 
by Albasiny and Martin and has since become a classical example for 
both static and dynamic analysis (see Section 4.8.4 ). This is the 
330 ft. high concrete tower with the throat radius and the top radius 
of 84 ft. and 87.4 ft. respectively for which a uniform shell thickness 
of 5.0 inches is assumed. Figure 5.13 lists the relevant details 
pertaining the shape and the constituent material of the shell. The 
existing methods of solution are as listed below,
This point was made to the candidate on a number of occasions during 
PHvate discussions with Professor Irons.
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(a) numerical integration method developed by Carter, Robinson 
and Schnobrich^ 19 ),
(b) the finite difference method used by Hashish and Abu-Sitta^',
(c) the finite element method applied recently by Sen and Gould' '.
The lowest calculated frequencly from all three methods coincides with 
the harmonic n=5. The agreement on all three methods is most 
favourable as can be seen from Fig. 5.13. In the last reference it 
was reported that for shell representation, a variable number of elements 
had to be used which increased with the increase in the number of 
diametral nodes. This appeared to necessitate more than a 100 per cent 
increase in the number of elements i.e. from 6 to 13. The latter is 
thought to correspond to 52 degrees of freedom. In the present work two 
geometrical representations of 3 and 5 unequal elements were used. The 
details of the element division in the latter case is already given in Fig. 
4. 16(a). The particulars of the position of the elements in the 3-element 
subdivision is indicated in Fig. 5.13. The Polytechnic IBM 1130 (16K) 
machine could only process the 3 element representation, since the present 
codification allowed a total of 28 degrees of freedom to be handled 
at any time. With the support conditions taken into account (u, w, v and
9w = 0 at the base) only two surplus displacements of w(QQ ) and v(QQ ) ~5? 
were al located to the element positioned at the top of the tower. The
5-element representation was made to contain 3 surplus functions of 
u(QQ ), w(Q Q ) and v(QQ ) per element. This amounted to a total of 55 
degrees of freedom which had to be referred elsewhere for processing*. 
The results obtained from both subdivisions are plotted for comparison 
against the above existing solutions. The need to increase the number of 
elements with the increase in harmonic was not felt here.
* The cooperation of the computer staff of the Mid-Glamorgan C.C. at 
Treasurer's Department is gratefully acknowledged.
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Finally the results obtained for the first mode using just one
element to represent the entire structure, is included for general
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*- choice of displacements not compatible with the mode
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BUCKLING OF THIN ELASTIC SHELLS OF REVOLUTION
6.1 INTRODUCTION
The problem of structural failure owing to excessive geometrical 
changes under load has been observed over a long period of engineering 
history. Euler and others have contributed a great deal to the 
estimation of the failure load in certain idealised cases. With the 
recent increase in the use of light weight and aesthetically pleasing 
structures more complicated geometries are used which are not 
particularly conducive to simple analytical methods.
6.2 METHODS OF ANALYSIS
There are two major non-experimental methods of estimating the 
buckling load.
6.2.1 Exact Method
This method consists of forming the differential equation of 
equilibrium for an infinitesimal element; in which the external pressures 
on the deformed element are related to internal stresses arising from 
total strains. Eliminations and simplifications are made where possible 
by neglecting insignificant terms. Normally change of variables are 
made to reduce the differential equation to a familiar or a standard 
form which often results in a non-dimensional argument. The above 
equation could have a solution in the form of infinite series (with 
possible complex terms) or be in the form of transcendental functions 
resulting in iterative or graphical solutions. Prior to determining 
the actual roots, boundary conditions must be satisfied. It is 
customary to prepare charts or tables to allow for differing geometrical
6.1
and elastic parameters. The magnitude of the factors causing 
buckling are then calculated or read-off from the above facilities. 
Ample examples of these facilities can be found in Ref. (1) and (2) 
the preparation of which have no doubt involved arduous calculations.
6.2.2 Numerical Method
The derivation of the equations leading to the final relationships 
used in calculating the buckling loads can be obtained independently 
using either the energy method or the virtual work principle. In 
both cases the outcome is identical . In this scheme of research the 
virtual work interpretation will be adopted where required.
( 3} All relevant relationships have been derived in reference v '
and therefore only the nomenclature of the items involved with their 
specialised application to thin shells of revolution will be outlined. 
Let the displacements and strains be defined in the manner indicated 
in Chapters 1 and 3 by,
and
respectively. Let [G] define an operator so that, 
{0} = [G]{6>,
where {©} T is the listing of all such terms as {-^ ' ^Q , ....} . The 
stiffness and mass matrices have also been given in Chapters 1, 3 and 5 as
W = /[B]T [D][B]d(vol) and [M]= / MT[p][N]d( vol ) , 
v v
where all the symbols have been previously defined. The geometric matrix
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K J is similarly defined by the following integral,
CO = /[<0T [T][GldA, ...... eqn. 6.1
A
The matrix [i] is a square symmetrical matrix containing the in-plane 
stresses TS , TQ and T'sQ . The actual appearance of this matrix will 
be given later in the text. The elements of the geometric matrix [K ], 
being proportional to the initial stress system [Y), are variables, 
thus the magnitude X of the load system whose inplane stresses EL) 
cause structural buckling is given by,
{6} = 0. ...... eqn. 6.2
This clearly is an eigen-value problem the approach to and the solution 
of which is similar to that shown in Chapter 5 (Section 5.2).
6.3 DERIVATION OF [G] MATRIX
It is shown in Reference^ ' that the strains involved in an analysis 
of this kind consist of linear and second order terms. An example of the 
cartesian representation of two such components of strain was given in 
the above reference. Other expressions for second order strains may 
contain certain simplifications or modifications suited for the use of 
different researchers. It was thus thought appropriate to turn to the 
original expressions given by Love^ ' in order to avoid any possible 
loss of relevant terms. The strains will then be expressed in 
cylindrical coordinates and the accuracy of the retained terms will be 
consistent with the general algorithm adopted in the text.
6.3
6.3.1 General Derivation
The total strains are given in page 520 of reference (4) as,
1 + = \ 1 (1^) 2 + (f^) 2 + A^ L da da
,3Z N 2
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Parameters a and 6 are fictitious lines scribed on the original surface 
and X,Y,Z could be regarded as the new coordinates of a given point 
on the shell after the load is applied. If relevant expressions of 
equation 6.4 were to be substituted in one of the relationships of 
eqn. 6.3 e.g. the first, the total strain would appear as,
£1 =
1 3u 3A w 1 v 3A Aw. 2 
B 36 + R>
>
(——) ~^" (——) i
eqn. 6.5
It is clear that eqn. 6.5 is the general expression for linear and second 
order strains offering an obvious separation of terms. It is now 
proposed to examine a new "primed" (dashed) system in order to obtain 
the second order strains directly without undue expansion and partition 
of the terms of different order, thus,
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O A _ O A ^ y_J_ _ o T p L. _ o L.
3s" ~ 3s" ' a? " "a? * "3~s~"3s"»
Jjr = 9X
Rae Rae = _R39 R36
, =
' R39 R36 '
eqn. 6.6
where variables s, R and e replace the curvilinear parameters a and $ 
in accordance with the rules discussed in Chapter 2.
Using the primed system, the pure second order strains could then 
be expressed in a scalar product form. For example e, quoted above 
would appear as,





Upon comparison of the above expression and eqn. 19.36 of reference (3) 
it can be seen that,
iws j " L 3s 3s 3s 
and similarly,
/_ ,T _ I JiX 1 3Y 1 3Z' 
6^ IR99 1^39 R39
therefore quite generally, 
/m T _ fax 1 3Y'




6.3.2 Simplification for Axi symmetric Shells
It is important to re-establish the convention of Chapter 2 briefly
(A\
in view of the apparently small change in notation between Love v ' and 
Novozhilov (Section 2.2), i.e.,
, 1 and B = 
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there is also a reversed sign convention for w-displacements. Without 
further justifications the following substitutions are made,
— 
A 3a




1 M = 1 9 R 1 = 1 3B 3R . B 'A3^ = 3? = cosa and R
Again if the shell were to have no abrupt change in geometry, namely 
-1 was quite small, then all products of-i could be neglected.R1 R-,
Substituting the terms of eqn. 6.4 into the primed system of 
eqn. 6.6 and the modifications of relationship shown in eqn. 6.8, the 
following expressions are obtained,
3s 3s '
3T = JKI 
R39 R39





3Y' JW sing . w + cosa u
R36 R39 R R
3Z' _ 3w
3s 3s »
3Z' _ cosa 3w 
R36 R R3B
It is desirable that the displacement processed should be in the global 
coordinates given in Sections 2.5 and 3.5.4. Incorporating the rotation 
of axes with the set of displacements given by eqn. 4.3, the matrix £G] 
will then be given in its final form as,
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•t
(cosa-^r- ' sina ~—
ds | da
1 
r. ."cosa | nw .





g S(sina -^r- i -cosotf- i
oS 1 dS '
1 '











' W . ......
• . global
eqn. 6.10
The factors cosne and sinne displayed above belong to displacements 
of 6-symmetric set (eqn. 4.3(a)). If the asymmetric displacements 
were required, then factors cosne and sinne could be considered as 
being interchanged but an appropriate change must also be made in the
sign of "n" the harmonic integer. This arises from the operator (~)36
in the kinematic equations.
6.4 INPLANE STRESS RESULTANT [f?
As can be seen from eqn. 6.1, the matrix LTJ fulfils the same 
role as the matrices [o] and £/>J in the formation of the appropriate 
integrals. The manipulation of matrix £T] is normally fairly simple 
but a case could arise where a more complicated analysis would be 
needed. In practice there are restrictions in the use of the scalar,
{6} T [G]T [T][G]{6> ,
which involves a detailed study of trignometric terms associated which 
in turn is a peculiarity of the Geometric Matrix only. The elastic 
matrix [p] and the density matrix [.pj were dependent on physical isotropy 
and homogeneity of the constituent material of the shell which is 
independent of any external factors and therefore free of any artificial 
set of coordinates. On the other hand the stress matrix [r] depends
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on the manner of loading and is therefore "orientation" conscious
<•»
and in reality should appear either as
T e cos ne T_ Q sin ne s sy
or
T sin ne TQ cos ne
So 0
T_ sin ne T_. cos ne
b bO
T cos ne T. sin ne
SO o
which has the obvious implied simplifications when n=0. Thus upon 
integrating the (i.j)-th element of the geometric matrix from the 
terms
L G iJ = LGil cos ie + G i2 sin i 
[G..] cos J6+ Gj2 sin
the following equation results
G. 2sin i £ dA
Carrying out the multiplication to the full, the following products are 
obtained.
cosie cosne cosje 
sini e cosne sinje 
sinie cosne sinj e 
sinie sinne cosj e 
cosi e cosne cosje
, sinie sinne cosje
, cosi 0 sinne sinj e
, cosi 6 sinne sinj e
, cosi 6 cosne cosj e
, sini 6 sinne cosj e
sinie cosne sinje , cosie sinne sinje
which basically are the products of the following,
* 3 cosines,
+ 3 sines,
+ 2 cosines x 1 sine,
* 1 cosine x 2 sines.
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Using simple rules df trigonometry these could be reduced to a simp;e 
product such as,
* cosine (sum or difference) x cosine,
*f cosine (sum or difference) x sine,
+ sine (sum or difference) x cosine,
* sine (sum or difference) x sine,
which in tern would result in either of the following terms,
+ sin (sum or difference)
* cosine (sum or difference).
Both integrals would vanish identically when integrated from 0, 2 IT except 
for the latter term (i.e. *) when (sum or difference) = 0. In practice 
the following cases arise,
n=0 , i=j-0 , integral = 2rr , (a) 
n=0 , i=jVO , integral = TT , (b) eqn. 6.11
, 2i=2j(=n) , integral = ^ . (c) 
These three conditions are applied in the following cases,
a) axisymmetric in-plane forces causing axisymmetric buckling,
b) axisymmetric in-plane forces causing asymmetric buckling,
c) asymmetric in-plane forces causing asymmetric buckling in which 
case the in-plane harmonic is twice the displacement harmonic.
It is now possible to process the [l] matrix ready for integration. 
The procedure is similar to the method discussed in Chapters 3, 4 and 5 which 
is multiplying the elements of [l] by the weighting factor at the Gauss-point, 
thus
[T] dA -TfRk (^)Wk [T. j ] k ...... eqn. 6.12
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where ^ assumes the values of 2-n and TT depending on the nature of the 
problem. If the case (c) above is encountered rather than making 
excessive coding, it is sufficient to adjust |Y)' = \\J~\ to accommodate 
the factor of -^ in the integration constant ^ .
6.5 THE FORMATION OF THE GEOMETRIC MATRIX [Kgl
In forming the stiffness and the mass matrices, step-by-step 
procedures were used to explain the manner of codification. In both 
cases Energy Methods were used for clarification. Special emphasis 
was placed on interpreting terms such as To] {e} and [pi (v>. 
It was thought that the Virtual Work method would result in a more
favourable manner of explaining the formation of the Geometrical Matrix
(5 1 along the lines given by Chan and Firmin^ ; . It was shown in reference (5)
that owing to rotations ^ and ~^ the in-plane stress resultants (jl
d S K do
will have transverse components giving rise to moments shown below, 
(TsRd9)(||ds) , (T e .ds)(|^ eRde),
bearing in mind that RdQds = dA . One can now substitute for dA from 
eqn. 6.12 namely,
It is worthwhile to note that k is the dummy-index when evaluating 
various quantities at the point £k for numerical integration. The two 
terms can be represented by a single matrix notation,
< Force > = ' - • •••••• <*"• 6 ' 13transverse 
terms relating to T and T Q indicate moments about e and s respectively
J S o
Vi r 
The Virtual Work done is now a simple scalar product of (rotation) x
(moment) real ,
(elemental Virtual Work done) = {6}[cj k . [T] k [q} k . (* R
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Thus upon integration, the (i,j)-th element of the Geometric Matrix 
would appear as,
eqn. 5.14
It must not be forgotten that the slope normalisation process 
described in Chapter 3 also applied here in contrast to Chapter 5 where 
no slope terms were needed since the slope functions Bl to B4 and 
SQ ,..., SN were used purely to provide velocities (see last paragraph 
of 5.3). A further adjustment to the Geometric Stiffness matrix could 
be made which entails the inclusion of terms resulting from external 
agencies on the deformed geometry of the shell in reference(6).
6.6 EXAMPLES
Some difficulty was experienced in choosing suitable 
theoretical examples for the purposes of comparison with the 
finite element results. It was found that plate structures and cylindrical 
shells had constituted a significant proportion of the published numerical 
examples. In some cases reference had to be made to the original 
articles, some of which were not published in English.
6.6.1 Buckling of thin uniform discs
The problem of axisymmetric buckling of circular plates has been 
studied theoretically and for simple cases there are formulae to provide 
the theoretical buckling loads. The plate which is rigidly fixed round 
its perimeter is the simplest case since certain boundary conditions are 
easily satisfied. The theoretical buckling load is given*1 ' by the
expression,
p _ k D ...... eqn. 6.15Pcr - k a2 '
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where k is a factor proportional to the first non-trivial root of the 
first order Bessel function. Other values of k corresponding to hiqher 
roots are of no physical importance but numerically they provide a basis 
for comparison of other roots "zooed" from an eigenvalue routine. The 
theoretical roots were obtained by referring to mathematical tables. 
Equation 6.15 can be used to determine the buckling loads for other 
boundary conditions but satisfying the boundary conditions become more 
complicated.- The candidate used a very approximate plot to determine 
the second and third roots. It is interesting to note that the buckled 
shape of two circular discs, one simply supported and the other centrally 
supported is identical and thus the axisymmetric buckling loads are also 
identical. This argument could not be used in the case of natural 
vibrations of circular plates, since the effective mass vibrating alters
with the change in position and the manner of support. The buckling
(Q} 
loads for asymmetrical modes were calculated by Galerkin^ ' for the case
of a rigidly fixed plate. The governing equation involved the Bessel 
functions of differing parametric order which is simplified to the form 
below,
2nJ n (»r) - (*r).J n _ 1 (Jr) - 0. ...... eqn. 6.16
x 2 P where r is the radius in polar coordinates and 0 = -p. The buck! irig Ic^d
P could still be estimated through eqn. 6.15.
The determination of buckling loads for simply supported discs is 
more involved. In the absence of any theoretical values the following 
semi-analytical method was used. It was thought that the higher buckling 
modes adopt such deformations along any non-nodal radius which would allow 
the introduction of knife-edge supports along a nodal circle without any 
alteration in the value of the buckling load. Assume that a buckling load 
of (P )„ corresponding to the second mode (i.e. one nodal circle) of an edge- 
clamped disc were to be estimated by the following formula,
6.12
(Pcr) 2 - k2 -^2-
This buckling load is also common to a smallei simply supported disc, 
of radius r=a corresponding to the radius of the nodal circle of the 
original plate. The buckling load is then given by
(P ) = (k^ — - (P x ^ cr's.s. ^ K 's.s. • a2 ~ ^ cr'2 '
a2 
(k) s.s. = k 2'^ '
a
It must be emphasised that k 2 should be based on an appropriate root of 
eqn. 6.16 which corresponds to second or a higher buckling mode. It 
was found that the current tables of mathematical functions common to 
most colleges were devoid of the roots required. Use was then made of 
the standard package provided by the computer manufacturer. Firstly the
individual values of 0^(6) and 0 ,(3) were generated and stored forn ' n~ *
increasing values of the argument 3. Then an auxiliary function $ was 
defined and stored as follows,
<j>(3) = 2nJ n (3)-S.Jn> (0).
The values of 3- corresponding to cf>(3-) = 0. were then recorded as the 
successive roots of eqn. 6.16. Only the first buckling modes of '• ~y 
supported plate based on this method were calculated for n=l,2 and 3. No 
attempt was made to estimate the corresponding buckling loads for the centre 
supported disc. The results of the variation in the buckling load for 
differing support conditions and other variables is tabulated in Fv_ G.I.
6.6.2 Buckling of Annular Plates
The theoretical buckling loads for a disc with central hole is 
given in reference (7). The results originally are due to Meissner as 
mentioned in the above reference. The initial stress system causing 
buckling is no longer uniform thus the correct stresses obtained from
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a previous static analysis have to be used. The boundary conditions 
imposed are confined to simply supporting or clamping the outer edge 
only. The values of the factor k in eqn. 6.15 is p1oXJ-- J -gainst 
the ratio of the inner radius to the outer radius for both support 
conditions shown in Fig. 6.2. The values of the above factor are 
also plotted for the incorrect values of the inplane stresses to 
determine the errors involved. As can be seen the deliberate error 
has only a marginal influence on the simply supported values whereas 
the clamped values are affected substantially.
Figures 6.3 and 6.4 indicate the variation of k with a change in 
the number of waves in the circumferential direction. Each graph 
contains two buckling modes for a particular value of £5 Fig. 6.3 
being for the simply supported condition whereas Fig. 6.4 represent 
the corresponding values when the outer edge is clamped. As can be seen 
no corresponding theoretical values of k could be found for comparison.
6.6.3 Buckling of Circular plates with Radially Varying Thickness
(C\
The theoretical values used here are due to Egger v ' although 
there were also contributions from other workers. It is assumed that 
the thickness is a function of the radius r so that,
t - t0rS
where 3 could be any real number (positive or negative, integer or 
fractional). The plotted values of k are for a radial ratio of 
(inner radius/outer radius) = 0.2 and 0.25, each boundary condition 
is represented by a separate graph shown in Fig. 6.5. The value of 
6=0 corresponds to a uniform disc.
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6.6.4 Shear Buckling of Annular Plates
The final,plate example to be given here is buckling of ' ' •* 
plates as a result of applying an outside torque while keeping the 
inner edge rigidly fixed. The values of k given by Dean^ 10 ^ are for 
a uniform plate which together with the finite element results are 
given in Figure 6.6. The results for non-uniform thickness could be 
found in an article by Federhofer and Egger^ '. The results in this 
case were not impressive with fairly large errors.
6.6.5 Buckling of Long, Thin Cylinders
The buckling of a long slender cylinder falls within the following 
categories,
a) Buckling due to axial compression is predicted using at 
least three different methods, the most elementary of 
which is due to Euler. Other formulae are specialised 
cases of the general cylinder problem and are given by 
Timoshenko^ ' and Flugge^ '.
b) The estimation of buckling loads owing to uniform shear 
also involves three distinct theoretical formulae which 
are due to Greenhill' ', Timoshenko' ' and Flugge*1 '. 
The result of the cases (a) and (b) are presented in a 
tabular form in Figure 6.7.
6.6.6 General Buckling of Cylindrical Shells
The general buckling of cylindrical shells in view of its importance 
and relative simplicity of formulation compared with other shells o^ 
revolution, has received some considerable attention in contempory 
literature. The comparison made here is based on the research done
6.15
by Flugge*.
a) Cylinder with axial compression - It was decided to choose 
seemingly an unusual thickness of t = 0.0547722 in and a 
radius of 5.0 in. The reason was that the curve given in 
ref. (16) page 427 was calculated for a parametric value of
t2 -5 
k = ——TJ- = 10 corresponding to the above dimensions.12a^
Isolated values of the buckling load versus the shell length 
were calculated and plotted as shown in Fig. 6.8. The festoon 
plots of Fig. 10 in the above reference were abandoned and 
only the minima corresponding to the different harmonics were 
computed. In all the calculations only 1 element was used 
with 2 surplus displacement for each of u, w and v-displacement. 
Use was made of symmetry in all instances.
b) Cylinder with radial pressure - The approach made for the buckling 
of the cylinder with compressive hoop stresses is similar. The 
same geometric and elastic data as in (a) were used. The critical 
hoop resultant Tfl was plotted against the length L and only three 
points were used to plot a certain section of the buckling curve 
for a given harmonic. The results are compared with the theoretical 
data in Fig. 6.9.
* There are results available from other workers in particular von 
Mises but according to Timoshenko the differences involved are small, 
ref. (15), footnote p. 479. Also see Yung-shih Wang and David P. 
Billington "Buckling of Cylindrical Shells by Wind Pressure", Jour. Eng. 
Mech. Div., EM5 Oct-74, P.1005, ASCE.
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c) Cylinder under axial compression and radial pressure - In view 
of the complexity of the problem involved, the theoretical 
buckling load for only two lengths of cylinder namely L = -rra 
and L = -rra/3 were available. In order to have a meaningful 
comparison between the theoretical and finite element results, 
the ratios of resultant ^| fed in the input data were 
carefully controlled. The results of this computation are plotted 
in Fig. 6.10. It is interesting to note that the cylinder wi h 
the particular parametric value of k = 10 is approximately 
six times more sensitive to the radial stresses than it is to 
the axial stresses when buckling becomes the design criterion.
d) Cylinder subjected to shear - The calculation of buckling loaas, 
with the effect of shear in mind in the above reference, is 
clearly separated for long and short cylinders. For the previously 
used value of k, there appears to be a gap in the theoretical 
results for values of L between 5 to 22 inches. The agreement 
between the theoretical and numerical results are not favourable. 
The minima for different values of n appears to be a different 
cylinder length than that predicted theoretically. In the 
theoretical formulation when the cylinder length was assumed to 
be short, a large value for n was assumed. This assumption was 
implemented to an extent that n was permitted to vary continuously. 
Naturally in any finite element input data, specific values of n 
must be fed and as such n=6 was the highest harmonic value 
prepared. The variation in the buckling loads for the cylinder 
length outside the theoretical range appeared smooth and there 
did not appear to be difficulties of any kind. The results are 
summarised in Fig. 6.11. Values of shear buckling with 
non-zero meridional resultants were also attempted; the values 
used were T = -1550 and TS = +1860. These stresses
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correspond to in-plane parameters of 0.25 and -0.30 shown in
Fig. 21. P.448 of the above reference respectively which are plotted
in r'igures 6.12 and 6.13. One perplexing outcome •-- il---u *^? u —:ki : ng
stress with the in-plane compression was numerically larger than the
corresponding value for a tensile meridional resultant. This aspect
was checked a number of times with the same numerical conclusions.
6.6.7 Symmetrical Buckling of Thin Compressed Spheres
The sphere examined has its dimensions and other details given 
in Fig. 6.14. Three distinct element subdivisions were tried and the 
convergence appears to be at hand even with two elements. Upon 
further attempts it was found that the mode correz'-"^'^"" to n=l 
provided even a lower numerical buckling mode (about one half e 
full theoretical result). It is hoped that this will be : - 
workers. The theoretical buckling pressure given here is from ref. (15) 
P.157 and ref. (16) P. 377, the numerical values of the pressures in 
each case being identical .
6.6.8 General Buckling of Thin Shallow Spherical Caps Subj 
Uniform Pressure
;o
The final stability example is the cap shown in Fig. 6.15, the 
determination of the buckling pressures for which is carried out in 
two stages.
a) For symmetrical analysis the following three results are quoted,
Source
Pressure




B (19) & H (20)
64.00
6.18
The finite element results using 2u and 3w surplus displacements 
are tabulated in Fig. 6.15 and vary from 65.14 to 66.8F for 2 spd 
3 elements respectively.
b) The results for asymmetrical analysis are plotted and also giver. 
in the above Figure. The theoretical results used for comparison 
are from references (18), (19) and (20) which are extracted from an 
article by Tillman^ 18 ^.
Both theoretical curves show a decrease in the buckling pressure with 
a corresponding increase in the number of nodal diameters for values of r\>, 2. 
The results given by Huang^ ' indicate a clear minimum buckling pressure 
occurring at n=3, for the particular geometry of the cap shown in Fig, 6.15, 
With any further increase in the value of the harmonic n, the buck]ing ores sure 
would also increase without being confined to a limiting or an asymptotic value
It can be seen from the values of P that a single element 
representation is totally inadequate. Even with a change to a two 
equal element geometry, the variation in the pressure due to an increase in the 
harmonic number n, above the value of unity, cannot be accommodated 
satisfactorily. Only the mathematical model represented by three equal 
elements, attempts to follow the theoretical curves to a limited degree of 
success. There is a definite minimum corresponding to n=3 above which the 
numerical values of the buckling pressure increase in a similar manner to 
the theoretical curve but to an exaggerated extent (values for n> 3 are not 
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UNSYMMETRICAL BUCKLING OF ANNULAR PLATES 
SIMPLY SUPPURTED AT r-b J* P= k D/b*
.30 3O
FIGURE 6-3
UNSYMMETRICAL BUCKLING OF ANNULAR PLATES 
































































































b= 10 in 
«*= b/a 
t = O-i in
E=3Oxio* Ibf/in2
-D=l/3
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SYMMETRICAL BUCKLING OF A 
THIN COMPRESSED SPHERE
a = -4.0 in 
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BUCKLING OF THIN SPHERICAL CAPS
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PART I I I
SOME EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION
OF THE LINEAR SHEL THEORY
CHAPTER 7 
EXPERIMENTAL STATIC STRESS ANALYSIS
7.1 PRELIMINARY REMARKS
It is an accepted practice that theoretical and experimental work 
should progress in parallel. Sometimes theories are sought to explain 
some unknown phenomenon and at other times experiments have been des ; gneci 
to verify theoretical predictions. In the case of the present work it 
was decided to devise physical experiments which could provide relevant 
data to enable comparison with some theoretical results. It was 
realised that owing to shortage of time not every numerical example could 
be investigated by fabricating and testing a corresponding model. The 
choice was confined to a single geometry which was to be a model in the 
shape of a cooling tower. It was decided to perform both static and 
dynamic tests on such a model in order to compare experimental and 
theoretical results. No attempt will be made to project the processed 
results obtained from such a model to predict the behaviour of a corresponding 
prototype. In fact it may be unwise to have a prototype with dimensions 
in some way linked to that of the model, since it was almost impossible, 
at the time, to control the variations of the different factors governing 
the geometry of the model. It was hoped that this attempt would provide 
the necessary confidence in the future use of the computer programs 
developed in this work.
7.2 MODEL FABRICATION
It is intended that only the salient points involved in producing 
the models in the shape of a cooling tower should be discussed. After 
some initial consultations it was decided to use perspex as the basic 
material of the model. It had been found that this material had certain 
desirable fabrication properties such as the possibility of thermal
7.1
forming, ease of machining at normal temperatures and successful 
cementing of two or more pieces with the aid of special adhesives. 
It was also known that, due to creep, no meaningful results could be 
obtained until the material had reached a steady state. Some strain 
hardening was also expected, the source of which will be outlined 
in the next chapter. In making the model, repeated reference to the 
appropriate ICI publications for acrylic materials was made.
Attempts were made to form the model by heating a sheet of perspex 
| in. thick, to the correct temperature and, while the sheet remained 
flexible, to position it over a previously prepared mould and vacuum 
from it. A near vacuum was produced in a cylinder using a compressor 
and a set of valves. Various attachments to the pipes had to be 
included in the process for reasons apparently unrelated to vacuum 
forming. For example a gauze had to be fitted to the end of the suction 
tube to prevent a possible flow of 'rubbery 1 perspex into the pipes. 
Vacuum forming proved unsuccessful after a few attempts. Firstly, the 
leaks in the piping did not allow the build-up of a sufficient pressure 
difference to enable thermal formation, secondly a continuous supply of 
vacuum proved difficult since as soon as the vacuum was withdrawn, the 
sheet retracted to its almost undeformed flat position and thirdly the 
rush of air lowered the temperature of the heated perspex. On more than 
one occasion tearing of the sheet in the central region (being the loaded 
area), took place.
It was then decided to pressure form the model. This time by 
pressurising the cylinder to about 30.0 psi and by reversing the valves, 
the pressure difference and hence the forming force was doubled. For 
the reasons stated above this also proved frustrating.
7.2
Finally it was decided to mechanically form the model using a 
plunger attached to a circular disc activated by a lever, see the sketch
-. 4
in Fig. 7.1. It was first expected that a surface of revolution would 
be formed lacking the Venturi-type "neck" which is so common to the 
presently constructed cooling towers. Fortunately a slight "throat" 
appeared as the stretched sheet and the surrounding frame roughly kept their 
original temperature. Near the disc of the plunger the membrane appeared 
to suffer some loss in the radius of the surface of revolution which caused 
the formation of the slight throat mentioned above, see Fig. 7.2. The 
plunger also caused a progressive increase in the thickness of the shell 
towards the"base of the model tower which was we!corned since most full-scale 
cooling towers are constructed to exhibit similar variations in thickness. 
To release the disc at the end of the plunger it was then necessary to cut 
the top of the tower owing to the throat formation. Six perspex models 
were produced using this technique. The sheet with | in. thickness was 
found to be of ideal thickness, since the £ in. sheet was too strong and 
the sheet thinner than J in. tore as it was being formed. The "softening" 
temperature of the sheet was also critical and was found to be in the range 
155°C to 160°C. It was observed that any drop in the temperature did not 
allow sufficient flexibility and any excess of the oven temperature caused 
undesirable blistering of the surface of the sheet. The regulation of the 
length of the heating interval is provided by a formula given in ICI's 
appropriate manuals. The average dimensions of towers made are shown in 
Fig. 7.3, whereas the model is presented in Plate 7.1.
7.3 LOADING FRAME AND THE RECORDING EQUIPMENT
The loading frame consisted of a platform and a three sided box 
'rigidly 1 fixed to the platform at one end. At the opposite end facing 
the open side of the box, a pin was fixed on the platform projecting 
upwards by about 50.mm with a thread at the upper extreme. The pin
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was to provide an axis of rotation for the model. The model was 
first screwed at the base to a solid wooden conical frustrum with a
• »
central hole which matched the diameter of the pin above. The model 
and the base were then eased into position with the pin at its central 
axis and were fixed against circumferential rotation by tightening a 
butterfly nut positioned on two washers on the thread. A specially 
prepared rubber bag made of neoprin sheets and 'sealed' to be air-tight 
was then adjusted into position in the box, so that it was in contact 
with the box, on three sides and in contact with the model on the 
fourth side. Plates 7.2, 7.3 and 7.4 show the individual parts and 
the full assembly of the testing rig.
The membrane was inflated by a foot pump through a valve. From 
the valve also an air-line was taken to a mercury manometer. There 
were initially seven positions along a given generator chosen for strain 
measuring purposes. Four strain-gauges were cemented at every position. 
The set consisted of two meridional and two circumferential gauges, one 
set of each for the inside and the outside of the model, with twenty-eight 
matching dummies cemented to a piece of perspex. All gauges were 
connected to standard Bruel & Kjaer recording equipment (models 1516, 
1542 and 1543), shown in Plate 7.4. Figure 7.4 is a block diagram 
indicating the manner of connection of the individual items discussed 
above.
7.4 TEST PROCEDURES AND RELEVANT OBSERVATIONS
It was thought that if the model were to be loaded incrementally, 
then the recorded strains could be plotted against the loads (pressures) 
enabling the calculation of linearised strain per unit pressure for each 
gauge. The stresses could then be calculated from the linearised strains 
since the numerical value of the elastic constants had previously been
7.4
determined. By rotating the model about its axis, a corresponding 
set of results for a different value of the circumferential angle 9
* » "
was obtained. A comparison could then be made between the theoretical 
and experimental results based on calculating the pressure as unity 
(since the stresses are obtained from the slopes of the strain/pressure 
graph).
There were some difficulties in conducting the experiment, in the 
way of recording the correct strains. Some of these points are listed 
below.
i) Two gauge positions became unreliable and thus the reading 
along five points only on the meridian could be considered.
ii) Almost half the gauges became difficult to zero, some of them
- 3 
with initial strains of the order of 2 x 10 which increased
the task of measuring the variation of the strains to 
satisfactory accuracy.
iii) The readings on the manometer very often had to be estimated 
due to drop in pressure observed in iv) below.
iv) Owing to some leakage in the connections and the bag, the 
operator was compelled to pump constantly to maintain a 
satisfactory pressure head in order to take a reading. In 
practice a drift was noticed after a particular gauge was 
selected. By the time the drift had settled (about 5 to 20 
seconds) the pressure had dropped by 0.1 or 0.2 inches of 
mercury. The uncertainty then arose whether the change in 
strain reading was due to electrical circuitry or to genuine 
mechanical reduction in pressure. The bag had to be 
reflated to a predetermined pressure head and the pointer 
on the strain recorder had to be noticed carefully.
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The object was to assess the incremental direction of the 
change in strain, corresponding to a definite increase in
•> »
applied pressure. This very often had to be done v\hen the 
scale selector was on low sensitivity owing to large initial 
readings which made strain recording less definite and more 
speculative.
v) Owing to the above mentioned failure in zeroing the gauges,
the scale selector had to be altered continuously, since the
'non-zero 1 gauges were generally in a random order.
vi) It was found that at a given pressure the entire strain
reading would completely alter the anticipated direction on 
the strain/pressure graph and become unreliable and unpredictable. 
It was observed that at such pressures the physical inflation 
of the bag produced an unwanted component of axial compression 
by wrinkling over the top of the tower. This is sketched in 
Fig. 7.5. Naturally, the number of pressure increments 
became limited. It was found that the maximum range of 
pressure head was between 1.2 and 1.4 inches of mercury.
vii) After unloading (deflating), the readings did not return to
their original unloaded values (initial readings). This was 
attributed to material creep and was found to generally vary 
between 10% to 15% of the mechanical strains corresponding 
to each pressure increment. However, no corrective measures 
were taken to compensate for the influence of creep on the results
7.6
7.5 COMMENTS ON THE RESULTS
The task*of processing these results was mammoth, since each 
experiment involved between 4 to 7 increments of pressure. All these 
experimental points had to be plotted and the slopes had to be judged 
and recorded. The conversion from strains to stress resultants could
then be made. Finally the units had to be adjusted to convert the
o 
stress resultants from N/mm/(in Hg) to N/mm/(N/mm ). The experiment
was then repeated to enable the averaging of the final stress resultants. 
Only at that stage could some experimental results be retained as 
consistent and others be discarded. If the outcome of any test did 
not appear to indicate a reasonable correlation, another attempt to 
obtain fresh experimental results was made. The tower was loaded 
for different values of the circumferential angle 6, namely for 
6 = 0°, 45°, 90° and 180°.
Prior to the above experiments, a number of tensile test-pieces had 
been loaded and the value of the elastic constants had been verified and
compared with those given in manuals. The E and v values were found
o 
to be 3065N/mm and 0.35 respectively. The density which was calculated
-3 3 
for dynamic experiments was 1.194 x 10 gm/mm .
The theoretical results were based on a particular distribution of 
pressure. It was assumed that a uniform pressure p u acted on the tower 
for ~^ e^. This pressure was then represented in terms of Fourier 
components in the normal form,
P = P 0 '+ ,
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where pi was estimated to be
Pi = 'l^i • sin(^) i = 1,3,5,7,... 
ITT *"
and
P0 = \ p u-
Altogether 8 components were included in the analysis, namely 
i=0,l,3,...,13. These coefficients and their approximate, accumulative 
representation of the pressures, for half of the tower are indicated in 
Fig. 7.6(a) and (b).
The tower was divided into 5 non-equal elements for which the 
variation in thickness was incorporated. Each element had only 3 
surplus degrees of freedom (lu, Iw and Iv). The total degrees of 
freedom amounted to 55 which meant the data could be processed using 
the Polytechnic 16K IBM 1130. The details of the geometry used in 
the data is shown in Fig. 7.7.
Figures 7.9 to 7.12 show the variation of the resultants T and T
^ O
with respect to the height Z. There appeared to be something seriously 
in error with the results (Ts ) e=0 and (Ts ) Q=gQ- The experimental 
results shown are scaled down by a factor of 10. The calculations were 
checked a number of times and finally the results were averaged over four 
individual loadings for 9=0°.
In view of this apparent lack of consistency, it was decided to 
fix gauges at a single point towards the base of the tower and repeat 
the experiment as a single point check. The results obtained from this 
gauge are shown by an asterisk(*) in Figures 7.9 to 7.12. It seems 
as if the new results are generally as inconclusive as the previous set. 
However, it is obvious that the value of TS for 0=0 determined experimentally 
has emerged many times larger than the corresponding theoretical values.
7.8
As yet the candidate has not been able to produce a satisfactory 
explanation for these two oddities. As can be seen the confusion is 
not helped, since variation in other stress resultants appear reasonably.
The departure from the theoretically predicted curve appears to 
fall within the following patterns.
a) Some experimental curves appear to be shifted by a constant 
amount as shown in Fig. 7.11(Te ).
b) With some curves the variation seems to be magnified or
reduced about the theoretical curve, shown in Fig. 7.10(TQ ).
c) The values of some experimental curves tend to be magnified 
or reduced about the Z axis, see Fig. 7.12.
The observed departures were attributed partly to points (i) to (vii) 
given in the previous section and partly to the points listed below.
i) The generator of the tower was not a precise hyperbola. Apart 
from this variation in geometrical parameters, there were also 
small ripples in the form of rings about the main axis.
ii) The physical contact between the air-bag and the outside gauges 
might have been a significant contributor to some anomolies. In 
the first instance the effect of the direct pressure on the gauges 
is a suspicious factor, the extent of influence of which cannot be 
assessed by the author. In the second instance some confusion 
results in interpretation of the slope of the strain/pressure curve. 
Very often results of the nature of segments 1, 2 and 3 are 
obtained, as shown in Fig. 7.8. This is thought to be caused by 
frictional slips between the bag and the model. The dilemma was to 
decide on the correct slope of the curve- Was it alternative I which
7.9
was the correct regression curve or alternative II which was the 
average of the slopes of the segments 1, 2 and 3? The choice of 
various alternatives has often been a matter of speculative 
judgement rather than a strict, uniform and consistent approach.
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PLATE 7.1 PLATE 7.2
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EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF UNDAMPED AND 
UNFORCED NATURAL FREQUENCIES
8.1 INTRODUCTION
The determination of natural frequencies of an undamped and 
unforced model was the last aspect of the experimental investigation 
in this scheme of work. It was intended again that a comparison 
should be made between theoretical and experimental results. The 
details of constructing a model in the shape of a cooling tower 
suitable for this type of investigation were discussed in the previous 
chapter and no further reference will be made here.
The candidate, being trained in the field of Civil Engineering 
initially, benefited from collaborating with a colleague*, with knowledge 
of experimental dynamics.
8.2 SETTING UP THE MODEL, INSTRUMENTATION AND OBSERVATIONS
At the early stages of the experimental investigation, the 
vibration program had not been fully tested and as such no serious 
attempt was made to predict any theoretical frequencies for the model 
tower. In order to commence the experimental procedures, it was 
decided to identify the natural frequencies between about 100.0 Hz. 
to 1000.0 Hz. It was not felt at the time, that any natural 
frequency would be encountered below 100.0 Hz. The test equipment was 
then chosen with the above frequency range in mind.
+ Mr. W. Hague, Department of Mechanical Engineering of the Polytechnic 
of Wales, formerly of Bristol Siddely Engines Ltd., Bristol.
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Existing equipment was utilised in order to avoid purchase of 
non-standard, specialised equipment. The model was set up as shown 
in Plate 8.1, the set up and test procedure being listed below.
i) A set of parallel arcs was marked on the model with silver 
paint, to provide a partially covered metallic surface.
ii) The model was secured rigidly at its base, through a threaded
axial steel rod, to a conventional Seismic Block (concrete block) 
which isolated the model from any possible random disturbances 
on the laboratory floor.
iii) The same steel rod which was slightly longer than the model 
had its projecting extremity also threaded. An arm 
positioned at 90° to the rod was then sandwiched rigidly 
and held in position between two nuts on the threaded section. 
The arm became almost a radius at the top of the tower.
iv) From this arm a perspex templet, cut in the shape of a 
generator of the tower, was suspended so that it was in 
a plane very close to the axis of the tower. The position 
of the templet was adjusted to maintain a uniform gap between 
corresponding points of the tower generator and the nearside 
edge of the templet.
v) An adjustable probe was then mounted on the templet with an 
arbitrary gap of approximately 0.2 mm. between it and the 
shell surface. By rotating the arm about the axis and adjusting 
the nuts, the templet and thus the probe could be guided to almost 
infinite variety of circumferential and meridional positions.
vi) A shaker was attached to the top of the tower to cause radial 
displacements. The shaker was driven by an oscillator with
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adjustable frequency and amplitude.
vii) The signal from the probe was fed through a vibration-meter 
capable of giving both the average gap between the probe 
and the model and the amplitude of oscillation. The signal 
was also fed to an oscilloscope.
The above arrangement, although it indicated some fundamental 
frequencies, was incapable of separating the minor natural frequencies. 
It was later realised that in order to determine a particular mode, 
some notion of the phase difference between the shaker and a particular 
point on the model was also required. There was however, some limited 
success in identifying the antinodes both meridionally and diameterally 
owing to almost uninhibited swivelling action of the probe.
It was then decided to replace the oscilloscope with a frequency 
analyser. The analyser was capable of generating the frequencies but 
the signal had to be amplified prior to connection to the shaker. The 
signal emerging from the probe could then be taken to the analyser via 
the vibration-meter and a demodulator. By an appropriate choice of the 
integration cycles which depended on the frequency of excitation, the 
amplitude of oscillation and the phase angle could be read digitally 
and recorded. The final assembly is indicated diagramatically in 
Figure 8.1. Plates 8.1 and 8.2 show the actual equipment in use. 
The acquaintance with various measuring equipment and their mode of 
use formed an edifying part of candidate's work.
8.3 RESULTS AND COMMENTS
By this time there were indications that the vibration program 
had proved successful when tried for a number of simple cases. In 
view of this it was felt that the occasion for determination of theoretical 
frequencies of the model was apt.
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The information used was based on geometrical, elastic and 
physical data given in section 7.5. The finite element divisions 
used in the dynamic analysis were similar to the divisions considered 
for the static analysis discussed in Chapter 7. Only three surplus 
degrees of freedom (lu, Iw and Iv) were allocated to each element with 
the base of the tower assumed to be rigidly fixed which resulted in an 
overall size of 55 degrees of freedom. The core used varied between 
32K to 34K and the time of execution lasted between 12 to 18 minutes. 
The execution time involved generation and assembly of 5 elemental 
stiffness matrices, a Choleski reducation and inversion of the lower 
triangle of the stiffness matrix, pre and post multiplication of the 
mass matrix by the resulting triangle and finally the extraction of 
the four lowest roots by iteration.
The data was processed commencing with n=0 harmonic. It was 
noticed with great disappointment that the natural frequencies fell 
with the increase in the number of nodal diameters contrary to popular 
belief"1". A number of published articles were then noticed by the 
candidate quite fortuitously most of which are listed in Chapter 5. 
These references had provided experimental and theoretical data for 
shells such as cylinders, cones and hyperbolae of revolution. Each
+ This false impression had been created owing to the predicted 
frequency of the elastic continua (e.g. beams and plates) in 
flexure. In these cases any increase in the number of waves defining 
the mode of vibration would result in a corresponding increase in the 
frequency of oscillation. Ample examples of this have been listed 
in standard text books. See also Chapter 5 and examples on plates, 
Fig. 5.2 - Fig. 5.5.
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showed that there was a frequency corresponding to a diametral mode 
which formed a minimum on a frequency/nodal diameter plot.
Some considerable number of hours had been spent previously in 
collecting the experimental data relating to natural frequencies between 
lOO.Hz and 1000. Hz. The variation in amplitude and the change of phase 
of the above results were later recorded in a chart form. These data 
did not contribute to the present analysis directly since the finite 
element calculations predicted a minimum natural frequency at about ZQ Hz. 
This meant that the above data were only comparable with the higher modes 
of the nodal diameters between n=0, ... 20 or the first few modes of fairly 
large values of n.
It was then decided to paint more metallic grids around the top part 
of the tower so that the modes corresponding to specific nodal diameters 
could be identified. The resonance sweep was also made at fairly low 
frequencies since some notion of the orders of frequencies was established. 
This presented a practical difficulty since frequencies between 10 and 20 Hz 
could not be maintained for long periods of time as they coincided with a 
resonant frequency of the shaker/mounting assembly. Another difficulty 
was encountered when the probe was positioned at different angles around 
the circumference of the top of the model. It was found that the initial 
amplitude of the shaker, positioned at 9=0°, was damped progressively as the 
probe approached 9=180°. The damping was found to be an unfavourable 
property of the perspex model. It was then realised why some other 
workers had preferred metallic models.
Frequencies were then recorded between 15 to 30 Hz in increments 
of 0.1 Hz. This resulted in a positive identification of the lowest 
five frequencies. The separation of the other modes became more 
difficult owing to closeness of resonant frequencies and overlapping of 
respective displacements. However the next two frequencies are given
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with some degree of certainty. The favourable correspondence of 
experimental and theoretical resonance frequencies were found 
encouraging witH theoretical resonant frequencies being fractionally 
higher as expected. The results of the theoretical frequencies in Hz 
of the tower versus the nodal diameter n is given in Figure 8.2(a) and 
(b). The comparison between the experimental and the corresponding 
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CHAPTER 9
THE EFFECT OF THE TINE-INVARIANT 
EXTERNAL FORCES ON THE FREE VIBe.&.TION MODES
9.1 INTRODUCTION
Determination of the natural frequency of thin elastic shells of 
revolution was dealt with in Chapter 5. The situation becomes more 
critical when the structure is loaded in a manner which results in a 
system of in-plane stress resultants. If these in-plane resultants 
were compressive, the structure would then need a closer examination.
Generally the compressive forces reduce the stiffness of the structure 
and since the corresponding change in mass matrix is negligible then any 
possible excitation at the lower part of the frequency spectrum could result 
in "premature" resonance. In some cases when the structure is partly in 
tension and partly in compression, local instability could be expected. 
This may result in local failure, causing an overall collapse owing to 
serious local change in geometry.
9.2 FINITE ELEMENT FORMULATION
The equation used here is taken from reference (1) with two trivial 
variations in presentation and notation. The symbols used for stiffness., 
geometric and mass matrices are [K.J, [KC] and [M] respectively. The 
interaction of in-plane forces with the stiffness and mass matrices are 
given as
([K] + x[Ka]){5}- u>2 [_M]{6} = 0, ...... eqn. 9.1
where A and co2 are as defined in Chapters 5 and 6. The following 
simple observations then follow:
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1) For zero value of the frequency w, the fundamental stability 
relationship given in eqn. 6.2 is obtained, the roots of 
which give the buckling stresses.
2) For zero value of X, the relationship simplifies to eqn. 5.1 which 
results in natural, unforced and undamped frequency to .
3) If the external forces stiffen the structure, then X is generally 
positive. The additional "hardening" raises the natural 
frequency oj, so that
4) If the external forces "soften" the structure, the reverse 
process to 3) takes place, namely
5) If ,\=-X c (|X c | corresponds to a critical load), then the total
stiffness disappears and the structure has no resistance to any 
subsequent disturbances.
The terms "hardening" and "softening" are used somewhat loosely in 
the above development. The meaning attached to the above terms is 
associated with an increase or reduction in the structural stiffness 
which depend on the algebraic term ([K] +XJJ<3)-
9 . 3 PRACTICAL DETAILS
The techniques of generating the matrices Jj<], [K.^] and [M] is 
symbolised by eqns. 3.18, 4.19, 5.7 and 6.14 thus no further reference 
will be made to their calculation. Each matrix is formed and stored 
individually in a common subroutine. There is an obvious saving in 
computer time when all three matrices are generated within the same 
integrating loop. The matrix CK] occupies a vector in a lower triangle 
form whereas [R 3 and [MJ are stored in a nx(n+l) array as two triangles, 
namely [K^^Mj. The change in structural behaviour due to the addition 
of in-plane loads can be incorporated by including a simple code in the
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input data. In the absence of any such code, the natural frequencies 
and the buckling pressures are calculated instead.
9.4 TRAVELLING WAVES
The problem of travelling waves in rotating discs is discussed in 
some standard texts on vibration. For example reference (2) provides 
a collection of formulae and tables enabling the estimation of any 
increase in disc frequency due to a steady angular velocity. The 
extension of this work to any surface of revolution, though fundamentally 
easy, requires some care. Both the Virtual Work method and the Strain 
Energy method were used by the candidate to obtain the mass matrix (Vl) . 
In both cases the final equation derived was the same. Here, only 
the Virtual Work approach will be presented.
The correct consideration of geometrical and kinematic properties is 
essential at this stage of development.
Consider the shell of revolution of Fig. 9.1(a). Let the 
orientation of the radii involved be as shown in Fig. 9.1(b). In view 
of the remarks made in Chapters 2 and 6, the following relationships can 
be written,
4> = 90-a Ro = R/cosa \\> = Ocosa
The normal displacement w would be along R 2 and v along the circumference. 
If a hypothetical point mass were to travel circumferentially at a radius R, 
the traversed curve would have a radius of curvature defined by R2 which 
would also act as its normal, see Fig. 9.2(a). Thus the osculating plane 
would contain any two adjacent radii of curvature R2 and the portion of the 
curve subtending an angle ^ shown in Fig. 9.2(b). The tangent to the 
curve would then be along the circumferential displacement v and the tangent 
to the meridian can be recognised as the binormal to the curve. It is 
shown in reference (3) that the accelerations are in the osculating plane
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as depicted in Fig. 9.2(b) above. It is therefore convenient to refer to 
displacements in local coordinates which are labelled with a bar. The 
equations given below are then considered,








It is now necessary to define the type of motion so that the above 
velocities and accelerations can be expressed more explicitly. Let the 
surface rotate with an angular velocity p and the travelling waves with 
a velocity of UK The relative angular velocity is then given by (w±p) 
and the angle covered in time t by (to±p)t. If the circumference now 
breaks into n full waves, the entire angular position could be represented 
as [n0±(u)±p)t}. The exponential e w of Chapter 5 is now modified to,
ijjie±(a>±p)t} ine ±i(uy±p)t. 
e = e . e
Thus the displacements could retain their initial form given in Chapters 




















The above displacements (taking the first set for example) are 


















The procedure is now systematic, namely the force vector {dF> is obtained 
from multiplying the elemental mass [dm] by the acceleration vector {a}. 
The force {dF} is allowed to work on a compatible Virtual displacement






= [(-wo\cosnecosqe "ir^ Vo
_*_ _*_ - ~\ 
(-v_v0sinnesinqe-2cosa vQ V0W0cosn6sinnesinq9)J x
R
l 1 ^p)t . |±l(wtp)] 2
The non-zero value of the elemental Virtual Work done, round the 
circumference, is obtained when q=n which would only leave the terms 
shown below,
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d(Vir+ual Work) = -X(w*w 0-.v*v 0 )Rt|>] ds. [±i (w+p)] ^l 1 (a)±p)t
(Virtual Work) = -*[±1 (wtp )] 2 {6}*T/[N] T Q>] [NJtRds.We 1 ^^* •"••• eqru 9 ' 8
This result is almost identical with the results given in sections 5.4 and 
5.5, the difference being that the term u> is replaced by (w±p) 2 which is 
the relative angular velocity. It is therefore convenient to proceed with 
the determination of the angular frequencies w' of the vibrating shell in the 
normal manner but noting that w' 2 = (u±p) where p will be given initially.
9.5 EXAMPLES
Very few examples have been considered mainly due to the candidate's 
difficulty in identifying suitable cases. The examples attempted 
consisted of shells defined by simple geometries.
9.5.1 Long Cylindrical Shell
The shell of Fig. 9.3 was chosen as the first example so that 
the structure was compelled to behave as a uniform beam. The equation 
predicting the frequencies under an imposed axial load was taken from 
reference (6). The apparent error in frequencies corresponding to zero 
axial load is somewhat exaggerated due to squaring of the angular 
frequency u>. The graph shows that when Euler load has been reached, 
the frequencies vanish. Later a mode corresponding to two nodal 
diameters was assigned to the cylinder and again the frequencies 
disappeared when a critical load corresponding to two nodal diameters 
was reached. This is not shown in the figure.
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9.5.2 Circular Plate
The circular plate of Fig. 5.5 and Fig, 6.1 was considered as a 
suitable parallel to the square plate example of reference (1). The plat.;
was simply supported at its edge in the first instance and rigidly fixed
p 
at its edge subsequently. In both cases the relationship between co
and the buckling load Pcrit was linear as shown in Figs. 9.4(a) and (b) and
p the intercepts on or and P axes corresponded to the results given in
Figures 5.5 and 6.1.
9.5.3 Turbine Disc
In this example the plate discussed in the previous section was 
rigidly fixed about its principal axis (Z-axis), as shown in Fig. 9.5 
and was subjected to an angular velocity of p rad/sec. The velocity
p was allowed to assume values ofO., 0.1, 1.0, 10., 100. and 10000. 
rad/sec. The inplane forces resulting from the above velocities were 
then incorporated in frequency calculations to provide the curves for 
the above figure. Owing to physical limitations of the logarithmic 
cycle, only the values of p for 0.1 <^p ^1100. could be plotted. 
The frequencies for p=0 were almost identical to those of p = 0.1. 
Except for the frequency disparity for symmetrical modes i.e. n=0., 
all the other first modes were so close that the theoretical and 
numerical results coincided.
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It was realised later that not. all modes were flexural as predicted 
by theory, for example the following frequencies were noticed:




























where the abbreviations F and E used represent Flexural and Extensional 
modes respectively. The formulae used for flexural frequencies were 
from references (2) and (7).
Regarding the estimation of frequencies of turbine discs with 
non-uniform thickness the contents of reference (8) were noted but 
no attempt was made to examine any numerical examples.
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The following observations are made on the contents of the 
previous Chapters.
The derivations of Kinematic relationships from the original 
equations, made in Chapter 2, is not regarded as a no-.able step but 
the extention of representation of these equations could prove 
helpful. The candidate is aware of the existence of a number of 
strain-displacement relationships*. The purpose here is not to 
recommend one theory in preference to the other but is to give the 
engineer an opportunity of choosing one or more kinematic alternatives 
if he so desires. This implies that the choice of formation of strains 
could be made a matter of calling the appropriate subroutine at any 
given time. The presentation of the [B] or [G] matrices in a 
differential operator form is hoped to facilitate the codification and 
the implementation of the above features.
The success of some numerical examples in Chapter 3 was an 
encouraging factor in developing the element for further aspects of 
studying the behaviour of rotational shells. There were also some 
setbacks. For example the spherical cap was one case for which 
satisfaction of statical equilibrium proved difficult when a comparatively 
coarse mesh was used. Satisfactory edge equilibrium was achieved 
subsequently with the graded mesh shown in Fig. 3.35. The other point 
of concern for some considerable time was the toroidal shell, the details
* Amongst the Kinematic relationships used in current literature, the 
theories due to Timoshenko, Novozhilov, Flugge, Donnell and Lure can 
be mentioned.
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of which are given in Fig. 3.36 where the displacements and the hoop 
stress resultants (being inter-related) did not follow the results 
published by other workers. Since the change in curvature near the 
azimuth angle of <J>=90° becomes more pronounced, a graded mesh was also 
used to yield satisfactory agreement. It is the speculative belief 
of the candidate that the following factors contributed to the delayed 
convergence of the results. Firstly the other workers had included 
the contribution of lateral shear in their estimation of the stiffness 
matrix whereas in the present work no such provision was made. The 
second factor was attributed to an undefined combination of geometrical 
dimensions of the element. The qualitative explanation offered which has 
no rational basis could be stated as follows. There is an appropriate 
decay feature (Saint Venant effect) for shells of revolution which depends 
on such variables such as thickness, radius and the generator length s. 
For these rotational shells where the thickness is numerically a much 
smaller quantity than the remaining dimensions, the decay can take place 
over a small length of the meridian near an external node. The Surplus 
functions associated with the internal nodes may not be able to respond 
to such rapid changes in displacements, thus the oscillation of the Surplus 
functions could appear somewhat erratic. Theoretically this problem 
could be overcome by an adequate increase in the number of internal nodes 
for the element with a corresponding increase in the number of integrating 
points. In practice owing to physical limitations in programming, the 
candidate was compelled to increase the number of elements.
A similar situation which was a combination of points observed 
in the last paragraph also occurred in Chapter 4. The example was 
the thin cylinder of Fig. 4.11 subjected to an edge moment. The statical 
satisfaction of this loading condition, involved the build up of 
meridional stresses from zero value at any edge to its full value a 
short distance away. There were other examples which theoretically
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involved the inclusion of an infinite number of Fourier components. 
The latter examples arose from the imposition cf concentrated loads 
on a rotationally symmetrical shell. The outcome which was upheld 
with guarded optimism was in one case obtained by piecewise improvement 
of internal shape functions. The total number of degrees of freedom 
could not be increased owing to the size of the computer.
The agreement between theoretical and numerical values of natural 
frequency was generally satisfactory. There are two minor points in 
connection with the dynamic analysis. The first point was observed 
when the rotary inertia term arising from 9 v^' ° was eliminated
oS
from the Kinetic Energy. It was noticed that the corresponding torsional 
mode (about the axis normal to the plane containing the cross-section 
and the z-axis) for the ring of Fig. 5.1 also ceased. The other 
observation was that any misrepresentation of geometry owing to an 
inadequate number of elements caused a reduction of the stiffness of the 
mathematical model leading to a general drop in frequencies. Similar 
behaviour to this was also observed in the static case, namely the 
example shown in Fig. 3.32.
The critical loads obtained from the buckling analysis compared 
favourably with the theoretically predicted values except for the cases 
where shear was the cause of instability. The candidate had always 
understood that the shear buckling systems, being conjugate, create a 
numerical difficulty because the eigenvalues are in pairs, namely ±(TSQ ) C ^.
Apparently when requiring the critical shear resultants for a plate 
girder, it is customary to add 5 to 10 per cent 'artificial' uniaxial 
compression to the shear stress system in order to improve numerical 
conditioning of the eigenequations. Owing to inherent curvature, the 
situation is more involved for shell structures. This could provide 
a possible avenue for future investigations. The order of error for
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shear buckling loads was generally between 10 to 30 per cent for 
annular plates. With thin cylinders, the length corresponding to 
minimum shear buckling load for each harmonic was different from the 
corresponding theoretical length.
The experimental results for the static case had created some 
confusing impressions, namely, for eight individual stress plots, two 
plots consistently varied by a factor of 10 from the numerical results. 
The agreement of the remaining six was moderate. The candidate is 
concerned in case some serious experimental aspect has been overlooked.
The recorded frequencies obtained from the perspex model, helped 
the candidate to become briefly acquainted with some of the contemporary 
techniques in experimental dynamics. Furthermore, owing to the 
favourable agreement between numerical and experimental results, some 
of the misgivings due to partial success of the static tests were 
dispelled.
Finally owing to shortage of time only a limited number of 
simple examples indicating a change in the behaviour of shells due 
to the action of inplane stress resultants were included. The 
apparent success of the limited number of attempted cases was 
encouraging.
The development stated in the above paragraph indicates that 
the way is paved towards formulation leading to the attempt of the 
full response problem. In fact the only foreseeable difficulty 
is likely to be the size of the core memory and the computer time.
The extension of this work to shells in the post elastic range 
would only be possible for cases where the following two conditions 
are satisfied simultaneously:-
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a) The loading conditions are such that only a finite number of 
Fourier terms are required to represent the load, in order to 
avoid uncertainty of the location of the non-linear stresses.
b) The geometrical and loading conditions must be such that only 
membrane forces are set up. Any deviation from this would 
involve integration along the thickness for a shell which was 
initially considered to be thin.
The candidate speculates that the solution )f meridionally cracked 
shells might be examined by considering a reduce' 1 form of Elastic 
moduli with the aid of Fourier Series representation. He is quite 
prepared to accept the possibility of existence of a theorem in 
Elastomechanics which rejects the above representation.
10.5
APPENDIX 1 
DERIVATION OF SHAPE FUNCTIONS
A1.1 It was pointed out in Chapter 3, tha^ the displacements which 
generally associated with the internal nodes were labelled Surplus 
Functions. These displacements could be used, optionally as locally 
directed or globally directed displacements. All displacements were 
expressed in global coordinates prior to being used in kinematic 
equations.
The subroutine SHPFN, generating both types of displacements 
was outlined in Chapter 3. Some aspects of derivation and broad 
hints of subsequent codification will be highlighted in the following 
paragraphs. The formulation and development of these functions are 
due to Irons .*
A1.2 Let £ be the basic variable and the N-th derivative with respect
N to £ abbreviated in the normal manner by the operator D . The Surplus
Function QN is then defined as,
Q _ rv* i™ it j N - u u
where eqn. Al.1(a)
u = £ -1. 
The successive derivatives then follow as,
= DN+1 u N+2 »
0" = gN eqn. Al.1(b)
* Reference (8) of Chapter 3.
Al.l
Now consider the term uN*2 . For a value of n=N-l, this term i 
differentiated n-times using Leibnitz,
Dn (un+1 ) = Dn (u.un )
= uDn un 0.
also
Dn (un+1 ) = D.Dn- 1 (un+1 )
• Q Vi
eqn. Al.2
By definitio'n the following relationships hold,
and
D(un ) = nu'u"" 1 , 
u.D(un ) = nu'un .
Now determine the (n-l)th derivative of the term uD(un )*using Leibnitz, thus,
Dn " 1 uDun = Dn " 1 (nu'un ) (from above defn.) 
= uDn " 1 (Dun )+(n-l)u'Dn" 2 (Du n )
n - 2 ) u"Dn - 3 (Dun ) 
= nu'Dn 'V + n(n-l)u"Dn" 2 un
L.H.S. = uDn u n +
R.H.S. = nu'Q' n _ 2 + (n)(n-l)u"Q n _ 2 , 
equating and collecting terms and substituting u = £2 -l , u 1 = 2? and u" = 2,
or for N=n+2,
(C2 -DQ" N -25Q I N -(N+1)(N+4)Q N =0. eqn. Al.3
A1.2
The above equation is termed as Legendre-type polynomial in view of 
its apparent similarity to the Legendre polynomial given below,
' N - N(N+1)L N = 0.
The indicial expansion of eqn. Al . 3 has been discarded, since it was 
feared that the solution might lead to complicated programming 
procedures. The recurring-type solution being simpler was thought to 




where the general term P., is defined as P w = — TJ — . This identity canIN IN N
easily be verified using the method of induction for N=l ,2,3, . . .,n . 
Now by definition,
n" = n^u - ? N'P g l^_2 - u  e. ''• I N»
substituting Q and its derivatives in the above identity,
£ 0 ,, n 0" _ n " ' "
Also substituting N=n-l in the above equation,
Q" N = 2(2N+3KQ" N_ 1 + 4(N-t-l) 2Q" N_ 2 . ...... eqn . Al .4
The value of Q" 2 is substituted from eqn. A1.2 in eqn. A1.3 which results in,
Q' n-1 = 25(n+l)Q' n _ 2 + 2(n-l)(n+l)Qn _2 
Similarly for N = n-1
Q' N = 2C(N+2)Q' N _ 1 + 2N(N+2)Q N _r ...... eqn. Al . 5
Al .3
Now by rearranging eqn. A1.3, the following value for QN results
UQ " N •
(N+l)(N+4) ' ...... eqn. A,. 6
Calculation of the term Q'" N is obtained by using Leibnitz 
as follows:
Q"'N = DN+3uN+2
= DN+2 (D.uN+2 )
+ 2(N+2)DN+VJ+1 ) 
.'. Q'"N * 2(N-f2)UQ'"N _ 1 4- (N+2)Q" N . 1 ) ....... eqn. A1.7
Equations Al .4 to AT .7 are the required equations for recurring terms. 
The general value of Q"^ is calculated from previous values of 0"»,_-j 
Q" N_2 . The first derivative Q' is dependant on Q'^ and Q^ . 
Finally Q., is based on Q'^. and Q"., which are already calculated. It 
must be borne in mind that the operator D is only defined for N >, 0.
To initiate the calculations the following quantities are calculated,
when n = -1
Q'_ 1 = D°u = u 
Q"_ 1 = D^u = 2? 
Q"' = D 2 u = 2
when n = 0
QQ - u2 - D
Q' 0 = D] u 2
Q" Q = 12UH-2 = D 2u2
Q'"0 = D 3u2 =
Now the values of Q" 1 r Q"-,, Q' r Qr Q" 2 » •••» ^ n can be calculated 
from the above values. Unfortunately the amplitude of these polynomials 
tend to increase indefinitely for increasing values of N. There is
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therefore a possibility of overflow occurring for large values of N.
A1.3 Normalisation - It was found necessary therefore to reorientate the 
above equations slightly in order to arrive at "near" unit amplitudes. 
The I-th derivatives of the term QN is expanded as follows:
= (N+2) [u'DN+I - 1 uN+1 + (N+ I-l)u"DN+I - 2 uN+1
Substituting for I = 1,2 and 3 and dividing by "normalisation" factor N: 
Q' N = 2(N+2)fo' N _ 1 +NQN _ 1l/N 
n"N = 2(N+2)[eQ" N_ 1 +(N+l)QN_ 1J/N 
Q'"N = 2(N+2)
These equations together with eqn. Al .6 achieve "near" normalisation 
as can be seen from Fig. 3.12.
A1.5
